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Abstract

The study introduces the theory of the level of foreign exchange reserves and
examines, in light of prior research, the different factors that affect the demand for
reserves. The empirical part af the study uses results based on new and more
extensive data to discuss the validity of the dependency relationships that have
been found in previous studies and compares developments in Finland's foreign
exchange reserves with those of other countries.

The data used in the empirical analysis covers the period 1974-1991 for 56
different countries, of which 22 are industrialized countries and 34 are less
developed countries. The basic analysis uses unweighted least squares regressions
on cross-section data. Also, results from two weighted regressions are examined.
The time series and cross-section data for industrialized countries are also pooled
for testing purposes and the results are compared with those from the normal least
squares regressions.

The degree of openness is an important determinant af the level of foreign
exchange reserves for both industrialized and less-developed countries: the larger
a country's foreign trade relative to total output the more reserves it demands. The
results of the study also indicate that money growth increases the need for reserves
and that the interest rate level is negatively correlated with the relative reserve
level, at least in the less-developed countries. 1n the industrialized countries, the
demand for reserves increases as yearly balance af payments' fluctuations increase.
Moreover, the amount of reserves adjusts slowly to its long-ron target level.

Tiivistelmä

Tutkimuksessa esitellään valuuttavarannon koon teoriaa ja käydään läpi varannon
kysyntään vaikuttavia tekijöitä aikaisempien tutkimusten valossa. Empiirisessä
osassa selvitetään aiemmissa tutkimuksissa saatujen riippuvuussuhteiden paikkansa
pitävyyttä uuden ja laajemman aineiston pohjalta sekä verrataan Suomen valuutta
varannon kehitystä muihin maihin.

Empiirisen tutkimuksen aineisto on koottu vuosilta 1974-1991 kaikkiaan 56
eri maasta, joista 22 on teollisuusmaita ja 34 vähemmän kehittyneitä maita.
Tutkimuksen perustana ovat pienemmän neliösumman (PNS) painottamattomat
regressiot poikkileikkausaineistosta. Lisäksi tarkastellaan kahden painotetun
regression tuloksia. Teollisuusmaita koskeva aikasarja- ja poikkileikkausaineisto
myös yhdistettiin ja saatuja tuloksia verrattiin normaalin PNS-regression tuloksiin.

Sekä teollisuusmailie että vähemmän kehittyneille maille maan kaupan
avoimuus on tärkeä tekijä valuuttavarannon kokoa määriteltäessä: mitä suurempi
osuus ulkomaankaupalla on maan tuotannosta sitä enemmän pyritään pitämään
valuuttavarantoa. Tulosten mukaan rahan kasvu lisää myös valuuttavarannon
tarvetta, kun korkotaso vastaavasti korreloi negatiivisesti suhteelliseen varannon
tasoon, ainakin vähemmän kehittyneissä maissa. Teollisuusmaissa varannon
kysyntä kasvaa, kun maksutaseen vuosittaiset vaihtelut nousevat. Lisäksi
valuuttavarannon koko sopeutuu hitaasti pitkän aikavälin tavoitetasoonsa.
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1 Introduction

The first aim of this study is to review the theoreticalliterature on the international
reserves af a central bank and ta present some empirical findings on the desired
level af reserves. Reserves are the fareign camponent af the money supply, which
serve as a buffer for imbalances between the demand for and supply af fareign
exchange. In a fixed exchange rate regime with free capital movements, the level
of reserves is determined by the necessity af equilibrium in the domestic money
market. However, if there are changes in policy instruments and/or objectives, for
example, a change from fixed to floating exchange rates, or if the central hank
begins to loose its credibility, the level of reserves becames 'targetable' for the
central bank. A country is able to finance an external inlbalance with reserves
instead af real adjustments only if it has a sufficient amount of reserves, but on the
other hand holding an excessive amount of reserves can be costly. The different
aspects af benefits and costs af holding reserves are discussed in order ta define
those factors that determine the appropriate level af reserves for a country; i.e. the
level which equalizes the marginal benefit and the possible marginal casts af
holding reserves.

The second aim of the study is to formulate an empirical madel based on the
previous studies, and estimate it with as large a sample as passible and with new
data from the period 1974-1991 (56 countries, 903 observations). The beginning
of the sample period was chosen because of the structural change in the foreign
exchange system in 1972-1973 \vith the breakdown of the Bretton Woods
system. 1 After the collapse there was a movement towards managed floating and
away from the fixed exchange rates, which had required frequent interventions.
Later, currency unions like the European Monetary System have actually returned
to fairly rigid 'bands', which require as much interventions as fixed exchange rate
regimes. However, the shift ta a managed float after Bretton Woods was expected
to deerease the volume of interventions as well as the demand for reserves.
However, during the late 1970s and early 1980s the volume af changes in foreign
exchange reserves has actually increased in the industrialized countries (De
Grauwe (1989), p. 183), see Figure 1. According to the graph, central banks have
intervened in the exchange market to a greater extent during the period of floating
exchange rates than they did before.2 The economic growth and increased volume
of international trade, which increase the absolute amount de facto, and capital
market liberation, which increases the variability of the capital account balance,
are possible reasons for this development, in addition ta nlore active intervention
poliey.

1 For an analysis of the link between the den1and for reserves and the structural change, see Frenkel
(1978).

2 Bearing in mind the discrepancy between the reported reserve changes and the actual voIume af
interventians due ta fOf\Vard pasitions af the central banks and the possible statistical errors of the
data, especially for the early years.
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Figure 1. Real changes in the foreign exchange reserves of the
major industrialized countries, 1960-1986
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Source: De Grauwe (1989), p. 183.3

The purpose af the empirical madel is ta try to ans\ver questions such as what are
the important factars affecting central banks' demand for reserves? Does the
floating af a currency really decrease the demand? Can the previous thearies be
applied in the current environment?

The third, and fina1, airn af the study is to estimate the madel for Finland, and
compare the historical levels af Finnish reserves to the levels predicted by the
madel. The interesting question is whether the old madel appiies for the whole
periad, and whether the actual real level of reserves differs significantly from the
level predicted by the model. As background, the Finnish markka has been floating
since September 8, 1992, after the central bank had sold massive arnounts of
reserve currencies in a futile attem.pt to strengthen tlle markka. If the markka is to
be linked to a basket or another currency in the future, the reserves must be large
enough to re-establish confidence in a stable exchange rate poliey. By obser\7ing
and evaluating Finland's reserve levels over time and eomparing them to those af
other countries, son1e interesting relatlonships can be found.

The approach of the study is based on the positive theory of international
reserves, which focuses on issues faced by a single country trying to aptimize its
level af reserves and its policy actions. The study aSSllmes that currency
fluctuations reduce social welfare, implying the airn of fixed, or at least stable,
exchange rates, and that a central bank has power over the lnarkets and is able to
equilibrate the foreign exchange markets, at least in the short run.

3 The graph figures have been obtained by counting the annual changes in the official foreign
exchange reserves af the major industrialized countries and dividing these changes by an average
price index to get changes based on the 1960 price level. Primary source: International Financial
Statistics, IMF.
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The empirical results of this study support the theoretical notion that a higher
level of apenness of the economy, greater money growth, lower interest rates and
greater variability of the balance of payments4 increase the demand for
international reserves. Further, the estimated madel has a fairly gaod fit, althaugh
the fit for Finland worsens after the mid-1980s.

Chapter 2 illustrates the link between the reserve holdings af a central bank
and the rest af the econamy. It explains the functions af re.serves and the forces
driving changes in reserve levels. The theoretical background and previous findings
are presented in Chapter 3. The madel emplayed in the study is introduced in
Chapter 4, leading ta the estimation results and conclusions in Chapters 5 and 6.

2 The role of international reserves in an economy

2.1 Definition of reserves and foreign exchange
intervention

By definition, international reserves are assets which national gavernments are
willing ta accept from other national gavernments ta settle debts (Grubel (1984),
p. 44). Most commanly, they include officially held gold,5 convertible currencies,
Special Drawing Rights (SDRs)6 and reserve positions at the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) (Winters (1991), p. 398). Convertible currencies are the only
reserve item owned by both the official and private sectors of the ecanomy. This
paper focuses on intemational reserves held by the manetary authority of a
country, the central hank.7

The reserve assets af a central bank can be divided inta owned and non
owned reserves. Gold, SDRs and foreign convertible currencies are owned
reserves, also called unconditional reserves (Winters (1991), p. 403), which are
actually held by the central bank. Non-owned (conditional) reserves are nations'
pre-negotiated credit arrangements with the International Monetary Fund, regional
credit organizatians, Euro-currency markets, or ather central banks (Grubel (1984),
p. 46-47). Borrowing directly from private markets may be unconditional in some
extent, but this is for the most part a conditional source of money (Winters (1991),
p. 403). The balance sheet af the Bank of Finland, specifies gold, SDRs, IMF

4 Only for developed countries.

5 Private holdings of gold are considered to be commodities, not means of payments.

6 The Special Drawing Right is an artificial asset unit created by the Intemational Monetary Fund
in 1970 ta substitute for gold as a main reserve asset and ta improve international liquidity, which
was becoming tighter (Tew (1988), p. 136).

7 In tms study a central bank is considered to be an institution responsible far implementing the
market operations for both the monetary and foreign exchange policies af an open economy.
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reserve tranche and convertible currencies as intemational reserves.8 1ts reserves
also include swap agreements with several European countries, which, however,
are not included in the balance sheet. The latest non-owned reserves af the Bank
af Finland were acquired by revising the swap arrangement between the Nordic
central banks. The new agreement came into force at the beginning af 1993 (Bank
of Finland Bulletin, January 1993, p. 15). From here on, this study will discuss
official rese[\les in general, without specifying the composition in detai1. Far
empirical purposes in t.his study, reserves are considered to be total reserves,
including gold, as obtained from the data base.9

Intervention in the foreign exchange market is the central bank policy
instrument which de facto always changes the level af reserves. Traditionally, it
is defined as a central bank's purchase or sale of foreign currency for domestic
currency in the interbank market. A slightly broader definition would include
foreign currency transactions carried out directly with entities like other central
banks. The broadest definition would also include foreign currency-denominated
publie sector borrowing in those countries where it is controlled by the monetary
authority. (Federal Reserve Bulletin, Nov 1983, pp. 880-883).

Interventions can be classified into two categories: non-sterilized and
sterilized. A non-sterilized intervention affects the domestic monetary base: as
foreign currency is soId (bought), the stock of domestie currency decreases
(increases). In contrast, a sterilized intervention daes not affect the domestic
money suppIy because of an offsetting open market operation: as foreign currency
is soId (bought), domestic currency is pumped into (drained from) the economy
through central bank purchases (sales) of open market instruments.

2.2 Motives for holding reserves

Heller (1966) and Tobin (1973) discuss the basic rnotives for holding means af
payment in connection with internationaI reserves. They distinguish between
transaction, speculative and precautionary motives. InternationaI trade gives rise
to currency flows, which are assumed to be handled by private banks driven by the
transaction motive, which does not affect central banks, as they are not directly
involved in international trade. Similarly, the speculative motive is left to

S See Appendix 1 far the detailed balance sheet of the Central Eank of Finland. The term
l'convertible" is used, because the Bank af Finland also held a small amaunt of tied currencies as
reserves until autumn 1992 (Bank of Finland Bulletin, January 1993, S3).

9 There are arguments far and against including gold. The advantage is to get a mare reliable Ievel
af totaI reserves for countries having a large amount of their reserves in gOld, like the LDCs. The
caunter argument is the difficulty of measuring the value af gold reserves. The valuation differs
from one country to anather, and, for exarnple, in Finland the undervaluation during the early 19005
was to the advantage of the central bank as it had to pay proceeds to the Ministry af Finance
accordingly. In 1974 Finland started a new accounting method, which reduced the valuation error
almast to zero, but several LDCs most likely stilI have the prablem. In tms study, the data includes
gold at a fixed vaIue af 35 SDRs per ounce, the amounts being reported by the countries
themselves.
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individual speculators.10 Central hank reserves are characterized primarily as a
last resort stock of foreign currency for unpredictable flows, which is consistent
with the precautionary motive for holding assets. The precautionary money demand
is positively related to wealth and the east af covering an unplanned deficit and
negatively related to t.he return from alternative assets (Landell-Mills (1989), p.
709). Courchene and Youssef ((1967), p. 405) explain the cannection between the
different motives in the following way: the transaction and specuIation motives
drive the actions of individuals, and the aggregate sum af these matives
accumulates to the demand for reserves af the central hank. However, the authority
cannot know the motives of the individuals beforehand and therefore has to act on
a precautionary basis.

Winters (1991) views the subject more braadIy and specifies faur explanations
for afficially heId reserves. First, the economy is assumed to benefit from pooling
the transaction reserves because af econamies af scale. Therefare, the central bank
acts as a collector of the balances and is motivated by the transaction motive as
well as the social benefit. Second, the official reserves are seen as a 'war chest'
held because of the precautionary motive of the government. Third, reserves are
an instrument to intervene either to maintain a certain fixed rate or to manage the
exchange rate. Last, under capital control the reserves absorb the international
money not allowed to be held by individuals.

To sum up, official reserves are held to enable intervention on a precautionary
basis ta balance demand for and supply of foreign currencies, and to preserve
confidence in the country's ability ta carry out transactions.11

2.3 External and monetary balances in an open economy

Policy measures aim for stability, both internal and external. The internal
equilibrium is often defined as a combination of fulI employment and stable prices.
External equilibrium can be considered as a state of long-run optimality in the
current account, which in the case of a deficit means stabilizing the current
account before the country's credit status begins to deteriorate due to excess
foreign debt, ar as a state of equilibrium in the balance of payments. (Krugman
and Obstfeld (1988), Chapter 18)

AlI currency flaws into and out of a country are reflected in its balance of
payments. A balance of payments equilibrium is a state where the current account
deficit (surplus) equals the surplus (deficit) on the capital account excluding
foreign reserves (Krugman and Obstfeld (1988), p. 506). In other words, in an
equilibrium the demand for international reserves equals the supply, without
intervention by the central bank.

10 However, Tobin «1973), p. 529-530) views the speculative flows of individuals as a reason for
the central bank to hold speculative balances, tao. He also mentions that before August 1971 the
monetary authorities of developed countries were obligated ta meet the transaction flows, and hence
the need for official reserves was also driven by the transaction motive.

11 Heller (1966) pointed out the problem in the case of a global banker country, the currency of
\vhich is used as a reserve currency, as it might need additional reserves to back up its liabilities.
So, the previous analysis as such holds only for a non-reserve currency country.
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The following table summarizes the balance of payments accounts, which
reflect a country's demand for and supply af foreign excbange.

Table 1. Balance of payments

CREDIT(+) =sFor.Exchange / DEBIT(-) = nFoI·.Exchange

TRADE BALANCE (Export/Import of Goods)
+ Services Balance

=Goods & Services Balance
+ Current Account Receipts and Expenditure

=CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE
+ CAPITAL ACCOUNT BAL.A..N"CE (Import/Export of capitaI)

=OVERALL BALANCE
= Change in Foreign Exchange Reserves

Adapted from a Notification of Bank of Finland, 28 January 1993.12

Foreign exchange demand is reflected in debit entries in the balance of payments,
supply in credit entries. The fareign exchange market is in equilibrium at a certain
exchange rate when the demand equals the supply. Howe"'er, fareign exchange
transactions and different types of monetary and real shocks shift the demand and
supply, causing disequilibriums, which lead to fluctuations in the price of the
currency if they are not otherwise carrected. A country maintaining a fixed
exchange rate has to implement real adjustment palicies to shift the demand and
supply curves or, alternatively, the central bank has to act as a residual supplier af
currencies and increase or decrease the le\'el of foreign reserves with the amount
of the overall surplus or deficit in arder to keep the exchange rate stable. The latter
alternative is also a method af financing a deficit and is further discussed in the
following section.

2.4 External disequilibrium and its correction

As stated above, an external equilibrium can be restored by either financing it
through foreign exchange interventians, thus depleting af replenishing the reserves,
ar by macroeconomic adjustment.1.3

12 Detailed Balance of Payments data for Finland (1992) is presented in Appendix 2.

13 A disequilibrium can also be partially financed by extemal borrowing, but as the budget
constraint makes the borrowing conditional (Kim (1989), p. 5) and as most of the early studies
focused on the current account side, this is ignored far nov.,r. The issue wilI be tauched upan in the
section analyzing previous studies. See, far example, Edwards (1984b) far a discussion.
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2.4.1 Financing af the extemal disequilibrium and central bank
credibility

Reserve changes are the link between a country's balance af payments and its
monetary balanee. Following Tarkka «1993), ehapters 5-9) 1 deseribe the
relationship between domestie money balanees and foreign exchange policy.

In monetary equilibrium money demand equals money supply in a country.
The Keynesian demand for money, assuming eonstant short-term prices, is stated
as a function af income and the interest rate level:

M d =P(u·y -~·i)

Md =demand for money
P = domestie price level
Y = totallevel af productian (in real terms)
i = damestic interest rate level

(1)

The money supply is the sum af the foreign and domestic maney supplies, which
are tightly linked to the central bank balance sheet, and the level af foreign
exchange reserves. Table 2 gives a simplified balance sheet; a detailed specimen
(Bank af Finland) is given in Appendix 1.

Table 2. Central bank balance sheet

Assets

Intemational ReselVes (R)

Domestic Credit (DC)
and other i tems

Liabilities

Notes and coins in circulation (MC)

Banks' free deposits (BFD)
Banks' required deposits (ERD)

Own capital (OC) and other items

Using the central bank balanee sheet items the manetary base (B) can be speeified
in twa different ways. First, accarding to the origin af the central bank assets that
back the country's money supply: the sum af net international reserves and
domestic credit, minus,the vaIue of own capital, which is further divided into profit
minus transfers ta the state. Second, on the basis af liabilities, which indicate the
different forms in which the banking system holds reserves. Thus:

B=R+DC-OC

B=MC+BFD+BRD
(2)

Further, the financial institutions create money on the basis af the amount af
monetary base they obtain from the central bank according to the following
farmula:

13



(3)

m = money multiplier14

In monetary equilibrium money supply' equals money demand. In a fixed exchange
rate regime, the adjustment occurs through changes in foreign exchange reserves.
Equations (1)-(3) imply the following expression for the level of reserves:

R =(P/m)-(u-Y -f3-i) -De +OC (4)

Equation (4) provides a clear link between domestic credit ereation and the foreign
money supply effect of reserves: with a eonstant demand for money, domestic
credit has to he decreased if the level of reserves increases through a balance of
payments surplus and monetary equilibrium is to be maintained. This operation is
called sterilization, as the central bank does not allow the balance of payments'
surplus (or deficit) to be carried over to the money supply. As the operation
changes only the balance between the domestic eredit component and the foreign
cornponent of the money supply, but not the actual amount of supply or demand,
it is also referred to as financing with reserves.

Financing the imbalance by foreign exchange interventions is a feasible course
in the event of a temporary disturbance in the foreign exchange markets. With a
fixed exchange rate target, a country can restore equilibrium with sterilized
interventions, leaving the domestic money supply eonstant, but only so long as the
central bank's policy is credible, i.e. there is widespread confidence in its ability
and willingness to maintain the chosen exchange rate. For example, a balance af
payments deficit would be financed by selling international reserves, which would
in itself decrease the money supply, but domestic credit would be simultaneously
increased to offset the effect. Monetary equilibrium can be maintained if the
disturbance is only temporary. However, if credibility weakens, expectations will
grow that the currency will be devalued in the future, and the disequilibrium will
become pennanent, due to capital outflows. Even if the interventions were not
sterilized, the interest rate increase might not be sufficient to reverse the outflow
of capital.

The effects af loosing credibility can be illustrated with equatian (4). As
credibility weakens, with the exchange rate fixed, the real domestic interest rate
goes tao high because the expected devaluation and thus expected infiation are
incorporated into the investors' required rate of retum in the country. Further, the
country's international price competitiveness weakens, and the economy goes into
a recession. These factors, excluding the price level effect, deerease the central
bank's intemational reserves. The lower production (Y) and higher interest rate (i)
decrease the demand for money, but as the central bank increases domestic credit
(De) to stabilize domestic liquidity (as is likely), the supply actually increases. The
price level (P) will then increase, which increases the demand for money, although
the impact is less powerful than the countereffects. The own capital component

14 In the simple money multiplier model: m = l/[k+v(l-k)], where k measures the willingness af
people to hoId cash money and v is the banks' reserve ratio, including free and required reserves.
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will actually increase as central bank profits rise, because the liquidity granted ta
banks bears higher interest than the central bank has ta pay tor its liabilities and
this improves the central bank's ability to hold reserves. In the end, the amaunt af
reserves will deerease due ta the 10ss of credibility, which impiies a greater need
for reserves in this type of speculative enviranment.

2.4.2 Adjustment policies

As an alternative to financing, the money supply and demand levels can be altered
through various adjustment policies. The literature15 gives two different real
adjustment policies ta restore equilibrium in the foreign exchange market.

The classical appraach is based on the flexible prices. An expenditure
switching policy achieves balance through a shift af denland between domestic
and foreign products through price level changes at home. A deficit can be
eliminated through a reduction in domestic prices, which baosts exports. If
commodity prices and wages are sticky, a devaluation or revaluation of the
currency is probably the easiest vlay to switch expenditure between domestic and
foreign products, as it affects the country's competitiveness. As an example, a
deficit country might be tempted to devalue even though it is "committed" to a
fixed exchange rate because a devaluation would boost exports, make domestic
products more price competitive and increase the central bank's profits through
seigniorage, i.e. through a favourable re-evaluation af domestic currency liabilities
and foreign currency assets. Further, if a country is forced ta ilse devaluations over
and over again to baost its economy, the central bank looses its credibility, and
encounters the problems discussed in the previous section.

In additian to the devaluation/revaluation alternatives to balance the
discrepancy, Clark ((1970a), p. 359) notes the follawing instruments for
expenditure-switching policy: tariffs, import/export quotas and exchange controls.
AdjustInent rnethods like tariffs and direct import controls distribute the welfare
10ss widely in the society and favour tightly organized economic groups (Grubel
(1984), p. 51). However, international agreements like the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) have limited the scope for tariffs and trade controls as
a domestic policy too1. Similarly, capital controls have diminished in importance
as the intemational capital markets have de\7eloped and the industrialized countries
have opened their capital markets, although several developing countries still have
capital controls in effect.

Ta illustrate the ability of capital controls to increase the independence af a
country's monetary policy vis-a-vis other countries thraugh an interest rate
differential and hetter contral over domestic interest rates, let us look at the
Mundell-Fleming madel for a small open economy with imperfect capital
movements. In the shart run with stable exchange rate expectations, the lirnited
capital flows (and the le"veI of reserves) are dependent on the level af domestic
interest rates. Due to the imperfect capital movements, the country can determine
the domestic interest rate level somew·hat independently from the international

15 The following categories are introduced by several authors: Heller (1966), Clark «1970a),
p. 359), Grubel (1984) anå Krugman and Obstfeld «1991), p. 533) among others. Originally they
were introduced by H.Johnson in 1958 (Clark (1970b), p. 580).
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level, and a differential arises between the twa. The fareign campanent af the
money supply, Le. the level af net reserves, becames a function of a coefficient for
the level af capital movements (w), the price level (P) and the interest rate
differential between domestic and foreign rates (i-i*):

R =00· P·(i -i*) + Ra (5)

Ra = the hypathetical level af reserves with interest rate parity, Le. if capital
movements equalize interest rates across countries.

The level af reserves increases in the short run as the domestic interest rate
increases, assuming stable exchange rate expectatians. By inserting the reserve
function from the above to the earlier presented model af money supply,salving
for the equilibrium domestic interest rate and inserting the rate in the reserve
function, a relatian between reserve level, credit creation and capital movements
is obtained:

(6)

W 1 =w/(w +(3/m)

w2 =(~/m)/(w + (3/m)

w +w =11 2

If there are no capital controls, w 1 equals one and the increase af damestic credit
spills over ta the balance af payments as such, decreasing the level af reserves.
Hawever, the lawer the coefficient, Le. the more effective the capital controls, the
more the country has independence in its monetary policy without implicatians for
the external balance. (Tarkka (1993), pp. 310-317)

The second real adjustment policy for restoring equilibrium is the Keynesian
type af expenditure-changing (ar reducing) palicy, whicll requires the economy
ta change its tatal demand for goods and services in order to achieve an external
balance. As an example, a country facing a current accaunt deficit would regain
its balance through a dampening af the ecanomy as the level af imports declines
according to the marginal prapensity ta import. The instruments available include
fiscal policy and interest rate poliey. With a fixed exchange rate system,
expenditure-changing policy tends to be favoured over expenditure-switching
policy because, with the fanner, the exchange rate parity can be maintained.
Nevertheless, with weak credibility, the interest rate instrument has much less
power than under normal conditions due ta devaluatian expectations, which lower
the anticipated real interest rate.

AlI the above stabilization methods entail costs. Financing requires reserve
holdings, which means that reserves cannot be put to praductive use elsewhere in
the economy and that they have ta be maintained, which involves time and effort.
Expenditure-changing palicy requires dampening of the economy; expenditure
switching policy praduces instability in prices and exchange rates (as daes a
change in the terms af trade ar capital allocation), which diminishes social welfare.
Fluctuations in foreign exchange rates could diminish the volume of world trade
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and allocate excessive resources into risk-reducing techniques. So, an efficient
policy mix should include the use af both international reserves and adjustment
policies.

2.5 Temparary versus fundamental diseq1lilibrium

A balance af payments disequilibrium is considered temporary if the fluctuations
in foreign exchange reserves (and fundamentaIly in the foreign exchange market)
are random with a mean of zero. As long as the reserves are large enough, this
type af a disequilibrium (deficit) can be financed by running down the reserves.
The fundamental issue regarding the demand for reserves is the trade-off between
the probability of an imbalance occurring and the cost of holding reserves. The
speed of carrection is assumed to be relatively short, whether it occurs through
financing or adjustment, Le. quick restoration of reserves to the'optimal' level, say
during the first year following a shock.

If a country faces a fundamental disequilibrium, it is able ta restore
equilibrium only by means of adjustment measures, like expenditure reduction,
usually over a relatively long period of time. The economy cannot rely on the
randomness af the imbalances to offset each other over time, as in a temporary
disequilibrium, but is rather forced to change key macroeconomic variables in
order ta restore balance. Statistically speaking, the rnean of the distribution of
changes in foreign exchange reserves differs from zero. Reserves can be used ta
finance this type of a disequilibrium only partially, acting c~s a buffer, before the
macroecanomic adjustment measures become effective. The speed af adjustment
becomes an important issue in determining the appropriate level of reserves.
During the period af a fundamental disequilibrium the country might face
additional temporary disturbances, which can be financed \vith reserves to the
extent feasible.

To sum up this section, the foreign exchange. market is affected by several
fundamental issues which drive the demand far international reserves. The private
sector impacts the markets through credit demand, savings and capital movements,
whereas the publie sector effect stems from the targets for finance, monetary and
exchange palicies as well as the policy instruments employed. Having presented
one viewpoint on reserves as a policy jnstrument, it is time ta look at the more
functional variables used to model the demand for reserves.

3 The demand for reserves

3.1 Optimal level af reserves

The following figure introduces the concept af the optimal level af international
reserves warldwide.
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Figure 2.
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The optimal level af reserves can be found from the horizontal axis at the
intersectian af the marginal cast and marginal benefit functians. When a
commadity like gold is used as a main reserve asset, the optimal size (A) is lower
than when a fiduciary asset (B), like SDRs or dollars, is used because a
commodity requires more production resources, and is therefore more scarce
(Hallwood and MacDonald (1986), p. 173), and is assumed here not to earn
interest, in contrast to fiduciary assets. Therefore, the switch from a commodity
based monetary system to extensive ilse af fiduciary assets might have increased
the optimal level of international reserves in the world as well as the demand for
reserves, even though the movement away from fixed exchange rates at the same
time was expected ta dampen demand (see also Figure 1).

If world reserves were less than the optimum amount, the world economy
would suffer from excess fluctuation in exchange rates. Accordingly, if reserves
w"ere to exceed the optimum, countries would attempt to run balance of payments
deficits in order ta dispose af excess reserves. Increased imports would stimulate
excess demand for goods and assets and lead eventually ta inflation, which would
reduce the real vaIue of the reserves, and equalize the demand for and the supply
af internatianal reserves. (Grubel (1984), p. 34-35)

Let us focus on an individual country attempting to hold an adequate amount
af reserves without sacrificing tao much resources.
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Figure 3. OptimaI IeveI of reserves in a country
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In the figure above the RR funetion represents the return on real resourees in the
eeonomy, the MP function gives the marginal social productivity as wel1 as the
demand for reserves, and r represents the yield on reserve assets. 16 Ii gold is the
only reserve asset, the long-run equilibrium and the optimal level of reserves is
OM,17 whereas if some fidueiary assets are used the equilibrium level is ON,
whieh is greater than OM (Grubel (1984), p. 31). The equilibrium is based on the
effieieney eondition: the marginal produetivity of reserves plus the interest rate
earned on reserve assets equals the marginal productivity of real resources (Grubel
(1981), p. 518). The optimal level af reserves, and the optimal exchange rate
stability for a single country follow from the above analysis, and the sum af the
MP curves for each country equals the MSB function in Figure 2.

The above analysis is logieal and simple but a number of problems oecur on
a praetical level, as the produetivities af reserves and real resources are difficult
to speeify. The social benefit sternming from reserves can be identified as a
deerease in exchange rate fluctuations. The costs involved are more difficult to
identify, as the above approaeh focuses on the current aecount only and assumes
real praductive investment to be the alternative use af the reserves. Yet, with
relatively free capital flows between countries, the apportunity cost for holding
reserves should also include the effect of destabilizing capital flows.

16 The assets are assumed to be at least partly fiduciary and invested to earn an average retum of r.

17 Assuming gold is not invested to eam a retuffi.
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3.1.1 The early theoretical models

Heller (1966) was the first to model the optimal level oi reserves for a country
considering the benefits and costs in a randam walk franlewark. The benefit af
holding reserves can be stated as a east af the altemative poliey, i.e. adjustment,
which Heller assumed ta be expenditure-changing poliey, finding it easier ta.madel
than expenditure-switching poliey.

Figure 4a illustrates his basic idea af a country adjusting through a dampening
af the econamy. The assumed shock is a drop in exparts, creating a balance af
payments deficit, which can be corrected by dampening the economy by the
amount TCa in the figure. These events move the country ta a lower level of tatal
wealth: from point A to point B.

Figure 4a. Heller's optimality model
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The expansion paths in Figure 4b illustrate different types af countries; the lower
the slope, the mare open the economy. So, the dampening needed for a given
amount of balance of payments correetion is higher for a eeonomy trading less
with foreign countries. The eost of adjustment is therefore inversely related to the
propensity to' import:.

(7)

TCa = total eost of adjustment, i.e. benefit of holding reserves
~B = external imbalanee
m = propensity to import

As to the eosts of holding reserves, Heller loaked at the social rate af return on
eapital, although it is not empirieally quantifiable, and the average yield on liquid
reserves; the difference between these two is the lost return due ta halding
reserves. The formula for the opportunity eost af holding reserves does not include
uncertainty:

(8)

TCf = total east of halding reserves
r = social rate af return - return on reserve assets
R = level of reserves

In addition to the adjustment eost and the eost af holding reserves the model has
to include the probability af using precautionary reserves. Heller (1966) utilized
a random walk pracess with equal probabilities18 for an inerease or deerease in
reserves af size h. He also assumed that the country involved was small enaugh
to have no significant effect on the level of world trade. \Vith these assumptions
and models he obtained the following formula for the optimal level af reserves:

R =h log(rm)
Op1 log(O.5)

h = average absalute ehange in intemational reserves
r = opportunity east of reserves
m = propensity to import

(9)

Heller ran the madel with data from some 60 countries for 1949-1963; the results
showed that the aggregate level af reserves was adequate but that the distribution
was faulty. In comparison to the reserves-import ratia as a tool to appraximate the

18 In other words, the country \vas in a fundarnental equilibrium.
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adequate level of reserves, Heller's optimality formula gave more reliable results
in his test. 19

The optimization appraach pioneered by Heller was further developed by
Clark (1970a), who assumed that the country involved was small with a fixed
exchange rate and constant export prices and that it faced random disturbances
with a zero mean, i.e. the model is applicable only to countries in fundamental
equilibrium. Like Heller (1966), he also excluded expenditure-switching
policies;2o but he introduced the speed of adjustnlent concept. His central idea
was that the greater the level af reserves and reliance on financing the imbalances,
the lower the national income, whereas a quicker real adjustment to imbalances
increases the variance of income, (Clark (1970a), p. 357). Both of the above ways
represent costs to the country. By minimizing these costs, he derived the optimal
speed af adjustment and the optimal level af reserves. The optimal reserve level
was found ta be positively related ta changes in balance of payments volatility and
the full-employment output level and negatively related to the marginal propensity
ta import and the interest rate level. Quite ta the contrary, the optimal speed af
adjustment was found ta ha've exactly the opposite signs for the same variables.
The empirical part of the study (Clark (197Gb)) obtained only ane significant faetor
for the level af reserves: the variance af the error term measuring the balance of
payments volatility, with the expected (positive) sign. In the speed af adjustment
regressian he found statistical significance for alI three variables, althaugh the
volatility obtained a positi\7e sign, contrary ta expectations.21

Kelly (1970) also modelled a country in fundamental equilibriurn using
expenditure-changing policy as an alternati\7e ta the ·use of reserves. His theory
found that the optimal reserve level varied directly with the standard deviation af
exogenous reserves and the marginal deerease af utility due to the income
variance. But the marginal disutility of a diminished income, the opportunity east
of reserves and the marginal propensity to import were found to be inversely
related ta the optimum reserve level. His empirical results found the variables
significant, although the signs of the average propensity ta irnport and foreign
liabilities22 were, against his theory, positive Ior a11 eountries together, and
negative only for separate country groupings.23

19 He tested both measures against country studys made by a research institution.

20 This excludes the use af interest rates to direct short-term capital flo\vs, which is, of course,
unrealistic in the present world.

21 The model assumed an adjustment through incorne changes, but in reality the countries also
adjust by import quotas, tariffs and exchange controls, \vruch might cause countries ta adjust
quicker in the case af higher volatility than predicted by the theory and the data to give a "wrong"
sign far the variable (Clark (197Gb), p. 591).

22 Foreign assets and liabilities were used as a proxy for opportunity east in his second equation,
based on the follawing logic: a country having a high level of foreign assets (low leveI of foreign
liabilities) is relatively better af, and does not have a grear need for eapital, so its opportunity east
[or reserves is lOVi'er.

23 He divided the countries both according ta per capita incon1e and irnport/income ratio.
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3.1.2 Models incorporating fundamental equilibrium

Frenkel and Jovanovic (1980 and 1981) based their theory on the possibility af a
fundamental disequilibrium, hut for the empirical analysis they assumed an
equilibrium. First, they supposed that changes in reserve holdings behave according
ta the following model:

dR(t) = - fldt + odW(t); R(O) =Ro' fl"?:. 0

W(t) = standard Wiener proeess with mean zero and varianee t

(10)

In the case of a fundamental equilibrium, the character fl would be zero, meaning
that the stochastic process is without drift. They minimized the expeeted sum af
the eost af adjustment (using expenditure-changing poliey) and the foregone
earnings, and abtained the following formula far the optimal level af reserves:

R =o 1

~ (j1? + 2r02
)
2 - fl

(11)

C = fixed eost af adjustment
o = multiplier af the variance af reserve holdings (dt)
fl = drift faetor (zero if fundamental equilibrium)
r = %-cost af halding reserves per time unit

Kim (1989) studied the optimal demand for reserves, emphasizing in particular the
fundamental disequilibrium faced by several countries, at least certain LDCs. Due
to the fundamental disequilibrium he also measured the cost af adjustment by the
eumulative decline af ecanamic welfare over the adjustment period, rather than
using the static marginal propensity to import. He assumed that the country is a
small open economy with a fixed exchange rate regime, producing traded goods
which are not perfectly substitutable for fareign goods. Further, priees are
exogenous, output is constant and no speculation occurs. The monetary authority
is assumed to be aware af the probability distributian af the excess demand for
foreign exchange but unaware of its magnitude. The size can be characterized by
the following equation· for a given time period:

fl=A-Y

fl = excess demand for foreign exchange without adjustment
A = expected vaIue af domestic absorption without adjustm.ent
Y =expected vaIue af damestic income \vithout adjustment

(12)

The time of adjustment and the leveI af reserves needed to accamplish adjustment
are decided by the monetary authority ~ focusing on the following two issues in
particular: the extent af dampening of domestic expellditure needed for the
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adjustment and the variability of the excess demand for foreign exehange. The
adjustment itself can be expressed using expected domestic absorption relative to
ineome during a period t in the following way:

(13)

y = average speed of the external adjustment

The actjustment is assumed to effect the supply side through inereased produetivity
and efficieney, which can be incorporated in the model. The expeeted output
during the adjustment period is:

Y
t
=Y+8yflt, for t=O,l, ...,T-l

=Y +8fl, for t =T, T + 1, ...
(14)

Y = expected vaIue of output without adjustment, i.e. A-fl
8 =eonstant coeffieient between 0 and 1 representing the output effeet of external
adjustment

In Kim's madel the reserve demand function is derived by nlinimizing the sum of
opportunity cost and the potential cost of reserves depletion.24 A fundamental
disequilibrium is found to increase the demand for reserves ceteris paribus. To
obtain an optimal level of adjustment and reserves, the ffionetary authority seeks
a speed of adjustment which will minimize the present value of the intertemporal
decline in domestic expenditure, trying to keep the balance of payments volatility
due to the adjustment as low as possible. Kim (1989) finds the optimal speed of
adjustment positively related ta the variability of foreign exchange demand, the
output effect of adjustrnent and the social discount rate, and negatively related to
the expected level af the fundamental disequilibrium. Similarly, the optimallevel
af reserves is positively related to the expected level af the fundamental
disequilibriurn, the variability af the foreign exehangedemand and the marginal
east af extemal borrowing, and negati'vely related ta the autput effect af the
adjustment, the marginal opportunity cost af reserve haldings and the sacial
discount rate. Finally, Kim (1989) cites the disregard af flexible exchange rates,
the budget constraint on external borrowing and the possihle serial eorrelation in
the exeess demand for foreign exchange as \veaknesses af his made!.

Ben-Bassat and Gottlieb (1992a) is the most recently published study in this
field. They derive a precautionary resenre demand madel for a borrowing country,
which suffers a fundamentaJ. deficit. They introducc sovereign risk into the madel
and consider the eost of running out af reserves as a eost of possible default on
foreign debt payments and, aceordingly, they equate the probability af reserve
depletion with the probability af the country defaulting on its foreign debt. The

24 The potential COSI af reserve depletion is speeified as i(x-R), where i is the marginal eost of
external borrowing and x-R is the amount of external borrowing. The extemal borrowing specified
here does not affect the capital account.
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abjective function af the madel minimizes the sum af the cast af faregane eamings
and the social east af reserve depletion. Thus their madel beeomes

min EC =nCo(m,Y) + (1 -n)rR (15)

n = the prabability af reserve depletian (savereign risk), which is a funetian of the
reserve to import ratia (negative relatian), debt to exparts ratia (pasitive relation)
and other economie variables
Co = the eost af foregone earnings
m = apenness af the country
Y =GNP
r = p-i, i.e faregone earnings - yield an reserves
R = level af reserves

The wealth eonstraint for the function is

D=K+A-W+R=D +R
n

D = external debt
K = eapital stock
A = other assets
W = net wealth
Dn = debt net to official reserves (exogenaus)

(16)

The probability af reserve depletion is estimated by a logistic prabability functian,
where a growing reserve ratia (R/M) and a decreasing debt ratia (D/X) inerease
the country's creditworthiness at a diminishing rate. Ben-Bassat and Gottlieb
(1992a) conclude their theoretical seetion by suggesting that the level af optimal
reserves is positively relaied ta the cost af default, the yield on reserves and,
(mostly likely) the net debt level,25 and negatively related to capital productivity.
Their empirical results support the theoretieal analysis and find significant
coefficients with the expected signs, and the model is found ta ha\Te mare
explanatory power than the models af Heller (1966), Hamadcl aIld Ueda (1977) and
Frenkel and Jovanovic (1981).26

The basic idea in alI models trying to specify a formula for the optimal level
af reserves is to maximize the benefits af holding reserves, in other words, ta
minimize the probability af running out of reserves when financing is preferred ta
real adjustment. The constraint is the aim of minimizing costs in the form of lost

25 The relationship between net debt (external debt minus reserves) and the level of reserves could
be negative if the probability of depletion is dominated by the positive effect of the increased
liquidity over the decreased crediiworthiness through higher debt to export ratia. However, the
results of Edwards (1985) and I.Ändell-Mills (1989) support the positive relationship between the
optimal reserves and net debt, as they fOllnd a negative relationship bemreen the demand fOf
reserves and the interest rate on the external debt, i.e. the higher the interest rate and the lower the
demand for external debt, the lower the demand faf reserves.

26 Comparison made with single country data (Israeli). This could give country-specific results.
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earnings. The demand for reserves is expected to be positively related to the
probability of running out af reserves and the cost af adjusting if financing is
preferred but not possible because reserves are not adequate. Similarly, the
required level of reserves is assumed to deerease as the C'Jst af holding reserves
rises.

3.2 Previous empirical results and specification of the
factors affecting the demand for reser'/es

The earlier empirical studies have generally explained the ]evel of reserves by the
following variables: the variance of disturbances ta reserves, the scale of the
country, the openness af the econamy and the apportunity cost af holding reserves.
The variability factor clearly indicates the probability af running out of reserves,
as a country with more averall variability in its balance of payments has to hold
more financing capability. The scale of the country is most often measured by
gross domestic product ar income per capita. One would expect that the larger the
economy, the greater the absolute level af reserves needed ta provide a sufficient
buffer stock.

There are two opposing views regarding the openness of an economy. Heller
(1966) cited the Keynesian inverse relation between reserves and openness
(measured by the marginal propensity ta import) based on the idea that a high
level of foreign trade is expected to help the adjustment process. However, a
second school af thaught, led by Frenkel, considers an open ecanomy more
vulnerable and expects openness to be positively related to the demand for
reserves. Theoretical justification for including the oppartunity cost in the model
is clear, but as it is very hard ta specify, it is rarely seen in estimation models.

ln addition ta these basic variables, other studies have sometimes added an
additional variable to the model in order ta test for possible effects on the demand
for reserves. The changes in the madel have, for example, involved the foreign
exchange markets, the money supply and the price af gold.

The previous empirical studies on the reserve level are presented here in a
surnmary table, and the results are analyzed in detail in a discussion af specific
variables.
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Table 3. Sllmmary of previous stlldies

Author (year) Dependent Explanatory Variables Sign if signifi- Regression Countries Years Frequency
Variable - cant (weak or Type
Reserves (R) group-related) (estimation method)

Kenen and Yudin ~R 1. reserve change at t-1 + time-series (AR) 14 Des 1958-1962 monthly
(1965) cross-section (OLS)

R 1. variance of disturbances + - It - 12/1957 - " -
2. per capita income and
3. liquid liabilities of a country or 12/1962
money supply

Courchene and Rand 1. imports 01' + time-series (OLS) 9DCs 1958-1964 quarterly
Yousscf (1967) R(log) money supply (+)

2. long-term interest rate (-)

Clark (197Gb) R 1. time na time-series 38 LDCs 2/1958- monthly in
2. reserves at t-1 + and DCs 9/1967 in all

all together a11
Rand 1.. MPI cross-section time- and sub-
RIEX+IM 2. PCI series [01' the rest groups af

3. sLdev. of the payments disturbances (per se or 17 DCs
scaled like R) + and 21

LDCs
Speed of 1. MPI (+)
adj. 2. peI (-)

3. st.dev. af the payments disturbances (per se ar
scaled w/ population) +

R(log) 1. sLdev. (3. above in log-form) + 38 DCs
2. speed of adjustment (log) - and LDCs



Table 3 continued

Kelly (1970) R (log) 1. standard deviation of export + time-series, eross- 46 LDCs 1953-1965 annual

2. AFI (+/-) seetion, and pooled and DCs

3. opportunity east (+/-) (w/ year dummies);

all in log-form a11 together and

4. poliey dummies some groupings

- pegged exehange rate + (OLS)

- eonvertibility af the currency +
- independent monetary policy

Archibald and R 1. time +/- time-series (OLS) 14 DCs 11/1961- monthly

Richmond (1971) 2. reserves at t-1 + 5/1967

Frenkcl (1974a) R (log) 1. API + cross-section and 55 LDCs 1963-1967 annual

2. variability measurc - varianee of the reserve pooled time-series and DCs

changes + (OLS)

3. imports +
a11 in log-forms

Frenkel (1974b) R (log) 1. API + eross-section and 22 DCs 1963-1967 annual

2. variability measure - variance of the reserve pooled (OLS) and 32

changes + LDCs

3. imports +
a11 in log-forms

Frenkcl (1978) R (ln) 1. variability measure - variance of the reserve eross-section and 22 DCs 1963-1975 annual

changes + pooled (OLS, SURE and 32

2. imports + and RSURE) LDCs

3. AFI (+)
a11 in ln-forms



Table 3 continued

Bilson and R (ln) 1. variability measure - ratia of the st.error af the pooled cross-section 22 DCs 1964-1972 annual

Frenkel (1979) reserve changes to imports + time-series in two and 32

2. API + groups LDCs

3. GNP +
a11 in ln-forms

(/)'lnR) (adjustment significant w/ country-specific
factors)

Frenkel and R (ln) 1. st.error of the reserve changes + pooled cross-section 22 DCs 1971-1975 annual

Jovanovic (1981) 2. opportunity east (discount or bond yield) - time-series (w/

R (ln) 1. and 2. like above country-specific 1963-1972

3. level of imports a11 in ln-forms + constants)

Edwards (1983) R (log) 1. GNP + cross-section (OLS) 23 LDCs 1964-1972 annual

Long-ron 2. API (+) with fixed

demand 3. variability measure - ratio of the sLerror of the exchange

reserve changes to imports. (+) pooled cross-section rate and 18

The above model + time-series with

R (log) 4. reserves at t-1 + (Nerlove's 2GLS) devalu-

Short-run a11 in log-forms ations

desired level also seperately w/
5. devaluation dummy -
(1, the year beforc)

Edwards (1984a) R (log) 1. GNP + pooled cross-section 23 LDCs 1965-1972 annual

2. API time-series (w/ (w/ fixed

3. variability measure - ratio of the sLerror of the country-specific exchange

reserve changes to imports dummies; LSDV) rates)

4. reserves at t-1 +
5. excess money demand +
a11 in log-forms



Table 3 continued

Edwards (1984b) R (log) 1. GNP + eross-seetion (OLS) 19 LDCs 1975-1980 annual

2. API +
3. st.deviation of exports (+)
1-3 like above + (Fuller-Batesse

R (log) 4. level of debt (-) method)
a11 in log-forms

Edwards (1985) R (log) 1. GNP + cross-section 17 LDCs 1976-1980 annual

2.API (2SLS
3. st.deviation of exports and JGLS)
4. net opportunity eost -
a11 in log-forms

Bahmani- R (log) 1. imports (log) + pooled cross-section 19 DCs 1972-1977 quarterly

Oskooee (1985b) 2. API - time-series
3. price of gold (log) - (2SLS and OLS)
+ supply side included in the 2SLS-version,
which gave weaker significanees (OLS)

R (log) 1-3 like above +
4. reserves at t-1 (log) -> disequilibrium madel +

Bahmani- R (log) 1. GNP + pooled cross-seetion 17 DCs 1973-1980 quarterly

Oskooee (1987) 2. st.deviation of exports + time-series and 15

1-2 like above + (Kmenta 's transfor- LDCs

3. reserves at t-1 + mation & OLS)

R (log) -> diequil.model
a11 in log-forms

Bahmani- R (log) 1. GNP + pooled eross-section 13 DCs 1976-1985 quarterly

Oskooee and 2. BoP variability - st.deviation af exparts + time-series (GLS ac-

Malixi (1987) 3. exchange rate variability - sLdeviation af the cording ta Kmenta)
%-change in the real eff.exchange rate -
a11 in log-forms



Table 3 continued

Bahmani- R (log) 1. GNP + pooled cross-section 13 DCs 1973-1985 quarterly
Oskooee and 2. BoP variabili ty - sLdeviation of exports time-series
Niroomand 3. real effective exchange rate - (Kmenta's transfor-
(1988) all in log-forms mation & LSDV)

Landell-Mills R 1. variability af reserves (+) pooled cross-section 6 DCs, 7 1978-1986 quarterly
(1989) 2. AFI - time-series (GLS, nondebt

3. import + OLS, OLS w/ coun- LDCs and
4. net opportunity cost (-) try-dummies) 11 LDCs

w/ debt
problems
after 1982

Malixi (1990) R (log) 1. GNP + pooled cross-section 13 DCs 1973-1986 quarterly
2. BoP variabili ty - sLdeviation of exports + time-series and 22
3. exchange rate variability - st.deviation of the (Kmenta's 2GLS LDCs
%-change in the real eff.exchange rate - w/Instrumental vari-
4. reserves at t-1 + able estimation,
all in log-forms LSDV)
(w/ country-specific dummies weaker sig-
nificances)

Ben-Bassat and R (log) 1. st.error of the reserve changes (log) + time-series (OLS Israel 1%8-1988 annual
Gottlieb (1992b) 2. net opportuni ty cost (log) - and MA)

R (log) 1. st.error of the reserve changes (log) +
2. return to alternative investment -
3. return on reserves +



3.2.1 Fluctuations in the level af reserves

The variability af the balance of payments, including capital movements, and weak
credibility af a central bank are examples of factors that increase the probability
af running out af reserves.

The variability af the balance of payments was incorporated in the models to
capture the precautianary motive far halding reselVes. Cyclical or randam
fluctuations in the demand for or supply af traded commodities cause fluctuations
in the current accaunt of a country's balance of payments. Similarly, fluctuations
in the capital account (examined later) affect the overall balance. The need for
reserves increases as the probability af these fluctuatians increases, because the
probability af financing then increases. A study by Kenen and Yudin (1965)
facused on payments instabilities and found the variance of the error telID in an
estimated ~irst-arder autoregressive scheme for the change af reserves to be a
significant explanatary variable with a positive signe The study of Kenen and
Yudin met criticism, but the idea of including payments variability as a variable
in the function has taken root.

Heller (1966) included the observed imbalance of reserves in his optimality
model as a positively-related variable. Clark (1970a) stated that optimal reserves
are pasitively related to payments variability, and Clark (197Gb) found strong
supportive empirical evidence, as the balance af payments variability was the only
significant variable in his demand regression. Kelly (1970) found also support for
these results in his empirical study, which obtained a positive relation between the
level af reserves and the standard deviatian af exports. Archibald and Richmond
(1971) estimated the manthly level af reserves, instead ef the change as in Kenen
and Yudin (1965), and their autoregressive equation obtained satisfactory fits for
most of the countries included.

Although the empirical results supported reserve fluctuations as a variable,
Niehans (1970) mentianed a number af camplicating factors. First, actual changes
in reserves reflect measures taken by the authorities as well as the ariginal
imbalance. Second, seasonal or technical flaws, for example, due to intemational
government borrowing or tax payments, could disturb the data. Third, the sample
period should be carefully chosen so as to include the observed underlying shocks,
like speculative attacks or devaluation.

Frenkel (1974a) followed Heller's (1966) approach and included the trend
adjusted yearly imbalance af reserves in his regression, finding it significant and
positively related ta the level of reserves. Frenkel (1974b, 1978 and 1980) found
the coefficient far the variability measure significantly higher for developed
countries than for LDCs during the era af pegged exchange rates, although it was
positive and significant for both country groups over time. Frenkel and Javanovic
(1981) also estimated the variability by a trend-adjusted annual change in the stack
af reserves for their optimality madel, and the results were again significant, the
variability elasticity of reserves being 0.5 on average.27

Edwards (1984a and 1985) were among the few studies to find the variability
coefficient insignificant, although his studies included only developing countries.
However, Bahmani-Oskooee and Niroomand (1988) also obtained an insignificant
variability factar for developed countries, although Bahmani-Oskooee and Malixi

27 Further support for the significance of the variability measure is given by Edwards (1984b).
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(1987) had found a variability elasticity of about 0.4 for the developed countries,
supporting the results af Frenkel and Jovanovic (1981). The only significant
difference between the studies was the evaluation period; Bahmani-Oskooee and
Niroomand (1988) used the years 1973-1985, compared to the slightly shorter
period of"1976-1985 in Bahrnani-Oskooee and Malixi (1987).

Landell-Mills (1989) obtained somewhat surprising results concerning the
variability of past reserves in her reserve demand estimations; the relation turned
out to be negative in the OLS regression for alI countries tagether. But it became
positive after she added country-specific dummies ta the madeI and obtained a
better overall fit. More detailed regression analysis showed that the negative sign
came from the behaviour af developing countries that did not have debt problems.
However, for the debt-problem countries, the variability measure lost i15
significance.

3.2.2 Adjustment costs

The relative impartance offoreign trade and fareign e"xchange and monetary
policies determine the extent of damage the economy incurs if a country utilizes
adjustment instead of financing to equilibrate its extenlal balance, even in a
situation where financing would be preferred.

The marginal (Of average) propensity ta import has gained more support in
studies of the demand for reserves than has the absolute level af imports. Yet,
there is clearly a difference af opinion regarding the direction of the relation. The
marginal propensity to import (MPI) gives the partion of income that is spent on
imported items; it is a frequently used measure of the openness of a country.
According ta the Keynesian model it is more troublesome to a country with a very
low MPI to run out af reserves and be forced ta ilse aggreSSi\le income changes
to restore equilibrium to its foreign exchange market (Frenkel (1974a), p. 289).28
The 10gic assumes that expenditure switching policy is the utilized means af
adjustment, the alternative to the use af reserves.

Clark's (1970a) theoretical optimality formula found the optimal reserve level
negatively correlated to the MPI, but his regression analysis af the demand for
reseIVes (Clark (197Gb)) found its impact to be insignificant. Kelly's (1970)
regression also found the average propensity ta import (l~·~I, imports to income
ratio) positively related to the level af reserves, although his model for the optimal
level had indicated a reverse relation. HO\\Tever, separating the different country
groups, Kelly (1970) obtained negati,'e signs for the variable.29

The price adjustnlent madel introduced in Frenk"el (1974a) studies the relation
between the average propensity to import, which \vas often used as a proxy for
openness in the empirical studies, and the level af reserves. The analysis relies on

28 The goods market is in an equilibrium \vhen output equ~ls the sunl of consumption and net
foreign trade (exports-im.ports) and the trade anlanee is in balance when exports equal imports. The
export elasticity af income becomes l/s+m and of the trade balance S/S+ffi, which means tIlat the
trade deficit induced by the export decline shock, and the need to run do\vn reserves as well, is in
an inverse relation ta Dl. N"ote: the marginal propensity to save is (enoted sand to import ffi.

(Frenkel (1974a), p. 290)

29 He divided the countries 3ccording to both per capita incon1e and import/income ratio.
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the positive relation between money supply and reserves in a country with a
pegged exchange rate and only tradable goods. A shock that reduces foreign
demand for domestic products causes the terms af trade ta deteriorate, which then
dampens real domestic income and the demand for money. Imports become
relatively more expensive and the excess demand for foreigll exchange (the deficit)
is likely to he greater the higher the a\7erage propensity to import. He concludes
that the positive relation between API and the level of reserve holdings remains
plausible as long as the income elasticity of the demand for money does not
deviate substantially from unity. Frenkel (1974a, 1974b, 1978 and 1980) a1so
presents empirical results supporting his theory.3o Accordingly, Hipple (1974) and
Iyoha (1976) also agree with Frenkel and interpret the average propensity ta import
as an estirnate of the external vulnerability of a country (Frenkel (1978), p. 113).

Edwards' (1984b) empirical results support a positive relation between the
demand for reserves and the openness of a country, which he measured by the
average propensity to import. However, both Edwards (1984a) and Edwards (1985)
find insignificant openness coefficients, and both Bahmani-Oskooee (1985b) and
Landell-Mills (1989) find strong evidence for a negative relation between the
demand for reserves and the import ta income ratia. Their results concerning the
level af imports were traditionaI: a highly positive relation. Landell-Mills (1989)
ran regressions also for country groups31 and stilI obtained a highly significant
scale factor, but the average propensity to import lost its significance for the debt
problem countries.

The more committed a country is ta a fixed exchange rate, the more it needs
reserves to maintain equilibrium and prevent market forces from setting a new
exchange rate. Theoretically, a clean freely floating exchange rate system would
be the other extreme, requiring little ar no reserves and no central bank
intervention. However, as was discussed in the introduction, the shift to freer
floating exchange rates after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system did not
dramatically diminish the incentive to hold international reserves.

Kelly (1970) presented a concept of policy dummies, and used a dummy for
the commitment of a country to its exchange rate regime. He found it to be
significant and positive, supporting the theoretical relation between the exchange
rate regime and the level af reserves. Frenkel (1978) analyzed changes in the world
monetary system in detail and concluded that the dernand for reserves function
underwent a structural change by the end of 1972, as pegged exchange rates were
abandoned on the way to managed floating. HOWe\7er, the change was found to be
insufficient to render estimations made during the pegged exchange rate era
irrelevant for the future (Frenkel (1978), p. 127).

Although many studies have divided countries into developed and less
developed countries, Edwards (1983), with good reasan, suggests that this type af
division might not be sufficient, as it does not include the willingness of countries
to use currency devaluation or revaluation as a too1. He uses LDCs in his empirical
study, but further divides them according ta their foreign exchange policy. His

30 Frenkel (1978) obtained a significant positive coefficient for the average propensity to import
onIy for the pegged exchange rate period, up to 1972. Frenkel (1980) got like results using fresh
data.

31 Country groups: industrial countries, developing countries \vithout debt problems and developing
countries with debt problems after 1982.
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results imply that there is a difference in the demand functions of the two country
groups, and that the average reserve levels of the devaluation countries are less.
This could be due to a tendency for countries that resort to devaluation to hold
reserves only for transaction purposes (not precautionary) or, alternatively, because
countries with lower. reserves are driven to devalue against their will (Edwards
(1983), p. 272-264).

Bahmani-Oskooee and Malixi (1987) included an exchange flexibility variable
in the reserves demand equation giving the real level of reserves as a function of
real GNP (expected sign +), variability af the balance af payments (+) and
exchange rates (-). The variability af exchange rates was measured by the standard
deviation of changes (in percentages) in the real effective exchange rate over the
preceding eleven quarters and the current quarter. The foreign exchange rate
variability elasticity of the demand for reserves was found to he highly significant
and negative (around -0.4) using data for 13 developed countries over 1976-1985,
which supports the logic that a managed float should lo",ver the demand for
reserves as compared to a fixed exchange rate regime.32

Bahmani-Oskooee and Niroornand (1988) included the real effective exchange
rate in a standard reserves demand equation33 in order ta examine the effects af
an exchange rate adjustment on the desired level ef reserves. Their results using
data from industrial countries supports their analysis; the demand for reserves was
found to deerease by approximately a quarter of a per cent as the reaI exchange
rate depreciated by one per cent.

Capital controls were introduced as an adjustment rncthod, as they diminish
the variance of the capital account and therefore the probability that a country will
run out af reserves. Accordingly, the relation between the need for reserves and
the level of capital controls should be negative. 1n practice, the capital account
issue has not been the focus of the empirical studies, except for Kelly's (1970) use
af a dummy for the use af commercial policy in a country, Le. to indicate whether
the country has declared its currency "convertible" in the sense that it is unable ta
restrict trade.-oriented currency f1ows. He found the dummy significant with the
expected positive sign. Nowadays, developed countries in particular face increasing
degrees af instability due to capital flaws rather than the trade flows. Hopefully,
future research ,vilI pay more attention to this issue.

3.2.3 Oppartunity east af holding reserves

The difference between the interest rate on a domestic invest.ment and the return
obtained on reserves is a fairly commonly cited definition af the opportunity cost
af reserves, although the empirical constructs are numeraus.

Heller (1966) set the opportunity cost af holding reserves arbitrarily at 5 %
in his optimality formula, but admitted that it should be measured with more
precision. A year later Courchene arld Youssef (1967) included the a long-term

32 Malixi (1990) used the same basic madel, and found significancc far the fareign exchange
variability far the developed countries.

33 Other variables were the level af real GNP as an income scale factur and balance af payments
variability.
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interest rate in their regressions and found its coefficient to be negative in most
eases, but significant in only faur cases out af nine. Kelly (1970) rnentioned the
passible use af long bond yields as a proxy for the opportunity eost, but used
either per capita ineome (significant and pasitive) or the amounts af both foreign
assets (signifieant and· positive) and liabilities (insignificant and 'wrong signed'
pasitive) tagether (ta measure indebtedness) as variables in his overall regressions.
Several other studies, like Clark (1970a, 1970b) and Frenkel (1978), mentioned the
importance af the opportunity east and its expeeted negative sign, but did not
inelude it in their analyses beeause af estimation problems.

Frenkel and Jovanovic (1980) obtained the first significant evidence that the
interest rate elastieity of reserves is negative, about -0.25. They used the
government bond yield or discount rate as a proxy for foregone earnings, although
the methad is flawed in that it does not take into aeeount a possible yield on
reserve assets. Further, they pointed out the sensitivity of the variable to model
speeification, which makes their results even more tentative than is generally the
ease in empirical research.

Edwards (1985) emphasized the fact that reserves are invested to earn interest
in the short term, whether in deposits ar fixed income instruments, and therefore
the real variable for the demand function should adjust for obtained return the
marginal social productivity fargane by holding reserves. However, he also pointed
out the diffieulty in estimating these variables, as there is no reliable data
available. Edwards (1985) assumed that the gross forgone income at the
equilibrium equals the eost af foreign debt,34 and so he estimated the spread
between a eauntry's borrowing eost and LIBOR35 as a variable in the reserve
demand funetion. His empirical estimation included 17 developing eountries over
1976-1980, and the logarithm of the reserves level was stated as a function of the
logarithms af the following variables: GNP (expected sign +), average propensity
ta impart (+), standard errar of log detrended export earnings (+) and net
opportunity east (-). Two-stage least squares estimation gave signifieantly negative
coeffieients for the net opportunity eost with relatively high elastieities (-2.5 on
average), implying significant reserve adjustments as the net eost changes.

Landell-Mills (1989) extended the work of Ed\vards (1985) and minimized
the tatal cost of reserves, whieh was defined as the sum af the net opportunity eost
of forgone debt repayment (boITowing eost minus the return on reserves)36 and
the east of fargone reflatian of the economy (net defieit divided by the marginal
propensity ta import, MPI). The modelled country is assumed to be in equilibrium
and faeing a random defieit varying between zero and infinity. She followed Heller
(1966) and obtained a negative relation between the reserves demand and the MPI,
as well as the borrowing cost, and an expeeted positive relation between demand
and risk.. Her empirical findings also supported the theory and the negative relation

34 The underlying principle states that a country wil1 borrow from abroad until the cost of borrowing
equals or exceeds the social marginal productivity of the obtained funds (Edwards (1985), p. 289).

35 London Interbank Offered Rate; the interest London banks charge each other for short-terrn
money. The central banks are assumed ta earn the LIBOR on average on their reserves.

36 The retum on reserves was approximated by the V.S. dollar denominated borrowing cost because
a large amount of the officially held reserves are invested in D.S. dollars (Landell-Mills (1989),
p. 712).
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between reserves and the net opportunity cost (opportunity cost of holding
reserves), although she found it to be highly signifieant (elasticity af -0.46) only
for thase developing countries which suffered from debt problems. 111 ather words,
debt problem economies tend to lower their reserves more during tight financial
markets than do countries without debt problems.

Ben-Bassat and Gottlieb (1992b) point out the failure of previous studies to
measure opportunity cost according to its theoretical definition: the highest
possible foregone marginal producti"vity minus the yield on reserves. They also
criticize the use af the interest rate ori extemal debt as a proxy for foregone
producti'vity, as in Edwards (1985), as the actual return on capital is usually higher.
This causes a downward bias in the opportunity cost i:o Edwards (1985) and
Landell-Mills (1989).. Ben-Bassat and Gottlieb (1992b) estimate the apportunity
cost for Israel by a rather complex method. The real rat.e af retum is defined as the
ratia af profits ta grass capital stock af the business sector, or the rate of return
used as a criterian for government infrastructure projects, whichever is higher at
any point in time. The real return on reserves was based on the asset composition
af the reserves, which was obtained by risk minimization using the import
currency mix as a numeraire. For Israel the returns consisted af a weighted average
of U.S. dollar and German rnark short-term depasit yields. They obtain a
significant apportunity-cost elasticity for the demand for reserves (-0.42), which
is lower than the results af Edwards (1985) and Landell-Mills (1989), as they
anticipated. The significance remained \vhen they further analyzed the opportunity
cost in two components: foregone return and yield on reserves.

3.2.4 Scale factors - income and imports

Incame level, usually measured by the grass national product, is a scale factor
often incorporated into demand Inodels instead af, af in addition ta, the level of
imports. An increase in the level af real incame in the \,.rorld, ceteris paribus,
increases both the demand for and supply af foreign exchange due ta increased
foreign trade and cooperation among countries. The demand for reserves is also
affected for three reasons. First, disturbances often affect the society in proportion
to its income level; the higher the incame the higher the rnagnitude af correcting
methods needed. Second, through the Phillips curve effect on inflation versus
unemplayment, the welfare cost af using stabilizing to01s ather than intervention
increases as the income level rises.37 Third, a higher income also reduces the
demand for reserves, due to the lo\ver marginal utility af income. A loss af income
does not affect tatal \velfare as much at a higher inCOlne level as it daes at a lower
level. (Grubel (1984), p. 61)

Further, the wealthier the natian the less the social casts for maintaining
reserves balance and the greater the speculative investments, which are easy ta
transfer ta other countries when a shack hits the exchange market. For both af
these reasons, the demand for reserves and the vlealth of a nation, which can be

37 The Phillips curve states that a lower level af inflation is accompanied by a higher level of
unemployment (Barro (1987), p. 455). The higher the real income level (and production capacity)
the higher the realloss of output (and employment) in the case of inflationary development, because
the price changes affect unemployment proportionately (Grubel (19811), p. 61).
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measured by per capita income (peI), are expected ta be positively correlated.
(Grubel (1984), p. 62)

Clark (1970a) found the optimal level of reserves ta be positively related ta
the full-employment level of output in his theoretical optimality model. However,
in his -empirical study (Clark (197Gb») per capita income did not explain
significantly the demand for reserves.38 Kelly (1970) obtained a significant and
positive relation between reserve level and per capita income, which, however,
disappeared when he split the sample into country groups.

Edwards (1984a) found a coefficient larger than unity for the production scale
faetor, indicating diseconomies of scale. However, Ed\vards (1985) presents
contradicting results by obtaining scale factor coefficients not significantly
different from zero, which points to the importance of the selected time period, as
it differs in these two studies. For comparison, Bahmani-Oskooee and Malixi
(1987) and Bahmani-Oskooee and Niroomand (1988) again found clear indication
of economies of scale, with income elasticity of 0.4 in 1976-1985 and 0.3 in
1973-1985 for develaped cauntries. To sum up, the ernpirical results for the
income variable seem ta be quite mixed and affected by methodology and the
chosen tirne period.

The level af imports has been frequently used in models ta capture the
essence of reserves as a means of financing international transactions, although the
reserves are not utilized for financing the trade itself bul rather the imbalances,
which might also oecur solely from the eapital account side of the balance of
payments.

In Courehene and Youssef (1967) the level of imports was found to be a
positive and significant faetor with a coefficient less than unity.39 AIso Frenkel
(1974a) faund evidence af a positive relation between reserves level and imports;
he obtained an average import elasticity of 0.6. However, in Frenkel (1974b),
where the analysis was done for developed countries and LDCs separately, the
level of imports was found significant only for LDCs. Later Oil, Frenkel (1978)
obtained a positive and significant imports coefficient also for developed couniries
separately, although the magnitude was smaller than far LDCs.40

3.2.5 Additional factors affecting demand

Money supply, price level factors, the foreign debt issue and the role of invoicing
eurrencies in foreign trade are discussed briefly in this section, as they da not fit
readily into the above variable categories but are nonetheless closely related to the
demand for reserves.

Although in the early Keynesian period more attention was paid to the actual
volumes af trade, some authors like Scitovsky and Johnson developed the relation

38 Kenen and Yudin (1965) had not found per to be significant either.

39 Niehans «1970), p. 77) pointed out that the results of Courchene and Youssef might be biased,
as reserves as well as the imports grew steadily during the estirnated period, most likely due to
factors extemal ta the model.

40 Frenkel 's study \vith fresh data in 1980 found the scale faetor positive and significant, but not
different for the t\vo country groups duling the managed float.
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between money supply and reserves further in the late 19~Os (Niehans (1970), p.
60-62). Scitovsky developed a formula for the mil1imum ratio of reserves ta
money supply from the Keynesian foreign trade mode1.41 The greater the share
af expenditure allocated to imports, compared to domestic goods, the higher the
required ratia of reserves ta money supply, because a greater share af money
demand is foreign originated and requires reserves. On the empirical side,
Courchene and Youssef (1967) found the money supply variable ta be more
significant (with the expected positive sign) than the level af imports, which at that
time was a major focus af attentian in studies.42

Almost two decades later Edwards (1984a) developed the issue slightly further
and included in his model a variable describing the degree af monetary equilibrium
(the difference between the long-ron demand for money and the actual stack),
which turned Ollt to be significant. He integrated the idea af early studies on the
demand for reserves as a function of the difference between actual anddesired
reserves arid the monetary approach to the balance of payrnents, which treats the
level of reserves as a residual. The reserve changes \vere seen ta be a joint
function of the monetary authority's excess demand for international reserves and
the public's excess demand for money. The empirical results using data from
developing countries with fixed exchange rates (1965-1972) show monetary
disequilibrium to be a significant predictor of mavements in reserves, with a
pasitive coefficient, along with real income and the actual starting level af
reserves. The outcome shows that if there is excess demand for money in the
economy, the level of reserves tends to increase, and vice versa. A one per cent
excess supply af money is estimated ta reduce the level af reserves by 0.3 per
cent.

During the 1960s and 1970s the concept of inflation was introduced as a
faetor affecting (decreasing) the demand for money. An expectatian of high
infiation would seem to deerease the willingness to hold money as well as reserves
(Grubel (1984), chapter 8). On the other hand, dornestic iIlf1ation reduces the
demand for damestic money and thus could increase the need for foreign reserves,
which hold their vaIue better.

Edwards (1984a) pointed out the problem of choosing between nominal and
reaI variables in the equation. He used real variables in his studies, basing his
choice on the demand for reserves sternming from real needs. Bahmani-Oskooee
and Malixi (1987) also argue in favour af real reserves, based on the Saidi's
(1981) propositian that price level movements imply a one-to-one proportionate
change in nominal reserves. Briefly, most of the authors (Edwards, Bahmani
Oskooee, Malixi, Ben~Bassat and Gottlieb) who have studied this subject recently
tend to favour real variables.

Terms af Trade is the relationship between the prices of exports and the prices
af imports; it changes in line with the relative price of exports. The lower the
terms of trade the less the country can import, in volume terms, against a given
volume of exports. The absolute value af the terms of trade reflects the reserves

41 Scitovsky (1958) formulated the optimal level of reserves under certain assumptions:
R = Mm/(s+m), where MS is the money supply, m marginal propensity to import and s marginal
propensity to spend domestically. The level of reserves is positively related ta both money supply
and the propensity ta import. (Frenkel (1974b), p. 22)

42 Kenen and Yudin (1965), however, had not found any relevancy fOf the money supply variable.
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demand functions through the price and foreign trade levels, if these are taken into
account. However, the variance af the terms af trade might be treated as a separate
variable, as it impIies variability in foreign trade income; the higher the variance
the more reserves are needed. In the empirical applications, it is not used as a
variable in traditionaI demand functions.

Foreign debt as an adjustment method ta a balance of payments imbalance has
thus far been more or less disregarded in theoretical analysis as well as in previous
empirical studies (except in optimality models). However, 1 would like ta note
briefly the study of Edwards (1984b), which considered side-by-side the use of
reserves, debt and de\Taluation or revaluation as actjustment methods. He ran a
regression for the demand for reserves taking into account the external debt
demand function at the same time. He gat support for the substitutability af
reserves and debt, although the significance was not very high. His later study,
Edwards (1985), focused on the net opportunity eost issue, but spread the
implications to the debt leveI by launching the idea of reserves and debt as
ftcomplementsft, as the relatian between the reserves and the eost af foreign debt
was negative.

Finally, 1 say a few words abaut vehicle currencies in international trade and
their effect on the demand for reserves in different countries. Grilli and Roubini
(1990) discusse the issue based on invoicing data for exports and imports, mainly
for the late 1970s, and cite the US d<)llar, the German mark, the Swiss franc and
the British pound as significant vehicle currencies. The US dollar is used in 55 per
cent of exports and 54 per cent of imports and the Gerrnan currency ranks seeond
with 14 per cent af exports and imports. Further, Germany utilizes its own
currency for 82 per cent of its exports and 43 per cent of its imports, whereas
Finland's shares are the lowest, only 2 per cent and 3 per cent respectively. For
comparison, Italy has the second lowest figures, 31 per cent and 9 per cent.

Grilli and Roubini ((1990), p. 40) also mention that clear evidence has been
found for high correlation between reserve currencies and invoicing currencies. So,
although it \vas previously argued that cauntries acting as suppliers af reserves
might have greater demand for reserves (see Footnote 11), the above analysis
impiies that a supplier country could actually hold less reserves than countries
doing small amounts of trade in their own currency because the former does not
need reserves for the foreign trade. This line of reasoning would also indicate that
Finland would demand relatively tuore reserves than other countries on average.

4 Empirical applicatian af the reserves madel

4.1 Empirical problems concerning the reserves demand
eqllation

Using empirical data to donstruct a function for the delII.and for international
reserves in\7olves a number of problems. First, "ex post" data cannot reflect the
actual behavioural pattern behind the figures. 43 Already Kenen and Yudin

43 Grubel ((1984), p. 65), Heller ((1966), p. 310) and Frenkel ((1974b), p. 15).
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(1965), p. 243) nated that ehanges in real reserves, used as a proxy for
imbalances, include the passible effects af adjustment mea~ ures and interventions.
Arehibald and Richmond «1971), p. 257) were among the first ta note the
difficulty af ineluding the vaIue af swap agreements in the anaIysis, which further
widens the discrepancy between the actual data used and the original disturbance
in the level af reserves.

Seeand, the variables tend ta have high ffilllticallineari ty44 (Grubel (1984),
p. 65), and the statistical properties af the errar terms violate the basie assumptions
af the Ordinary Least Squares method,45 which makes the statistieal analysis
difficult, and the eonclusions less reliable. The presenee of lnultieollinearity would
jeopardize the eonsistency af the OLS method and is therefore more serious than
autacarrelatian ar heteroskedastieity, which only reduee the efficiency af the
model. Bahmani-Oskooee (1987) investigatect the possibility of taking into aeeount
possible seria1 correlation and heteroskedastieity when using pooled cross-section
and time-series data. Most of the prior studies had simply assumed that the error
terms were homoskedastic across countries and serially uncorrelated within a
country so as to be able to use OLS. He found both seria1 correlation (Durbin
Watson test for each section) and heteroskedasticity (Bartlett's test) in his demand
function, which used real incame and variability of the balance of payments as
regressors. He adjusted the mode} using Kmenta's method,46 which changed the
eoefficient for ineome quite significantly: incame elasticity for LDCs dropped by
0.1 to 0.4 and for Des it increased by 0.3 to 0.8.

Courchene and Youssef (1967) mentioned the third problem: modelling the
demand side apart from the supply of reserves. The identification of the demand
funetion becomes difficult, as some af the relevant variables would also affect the
supply side but with an opposite sign. However, by assuming that eountries are
always on their demand curves and that the need for reserves is stable, they felt
comfortable in analyzing the demand side only. Bahrnani-Oskooee (1985b)
included the supply side in his model to avoid the usual assumption of elastic
supply. In his model the supply of intemational reserves was dependent on the
price of gold, as well as the retum on investments, the price level and real ineame
in the United States relative ta the rest af the world. Further, the demand far
international non-gold reserves was a function of imports, average propensity to
import and the market price for gold. He made a comparison af results using two
stage least squares and ordinary least squares with paoled data from 19 developed
countries (1972-1977) foeusing on the gold price elasticity. He found the elastic
supply assumption justifiable but preferred 2SLS to OLS because af the
unbiasedness and a better fit obtained (Bahmani-Oskooee (1985b), p. 502).

The approach to these problems is very conservative in this study; the data
have been used in raw form, and no attempt has been made to inelude the effects
of swaps or similar "distractionsf! in the lt ex post" figures; similarly, the supply has

44 Multicollinearity means that there is high correlation among the dependent variables or linear
combinations thereof.

45 See for example Kim (1989), p. 6.

46 Method applied according to Kmenta, J. (1971) Elements of Econometrics, Macmillian, New
\York, p. 508. Later in this study the adjustments are based on the new edition af Kmenta's book.
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been assumed elastic. The section on estimation will explain the efforts made here
in cannection with the statistical problems.

4.2 Focus and limitations ,af the empirical study

The madel includes the prabability af using reserves, the east af running out of
reserves when they are needed and the appartunity cost af halding them, as
presented in the theoretical frame\vork. Special attention has been devoted ta the
possible impact of the fareign exchange regime ar convertibility of the domestic
currency on the level af reserves as well as to a camparisan af developed and less
develaped countries. Further~ the model is used ta simulate reserve levels for
Finland and, for the sake af camparisan, Germany, which are compared with
abserved levels for the period 1975-1991.

As large a set af observations as possible from different cauntries was
included to cover the warld reserves, which on the other hand eliminated the ilse
of same very interesting variables, such as the credibility af the chasen exchange
rate system and the flexibility of domestic wage and price levels. The target zone
credibility has been studied systematically for smal1 homogenaus country groups,
but the methods are tao complicated ta be employed in a world-wide madel as
used here.47 An increase in domestic wage and price flexibility or in the mobility
af production resources, is expected ta increase the ability af a country ta survive
extemal shocks and 1.0 decrease the demand for reserves (Grubel (1984), p. 62).
However, the flexibility data could not be easily obtained for such a large data set
and are therefore left out of this study, as is target zone credibility.

4.3 The basic model estimated in the study

Generally speaking, the previous literature has assumed the demand far
internatianal reserves ta he dependent on a reserves variability faetor, size af the
country, degree af openness of the c.ountry and the cost of holding reserves. The
basic madel of this study has been huilt along these lines, though with slightly
different forrnulations. The basic equation explains the level of international
reserves relative to grass dornestic praduct by the country's level af wealth, the
apenness af its economy, the variability of its balance af payments (probability af
running out af reserves), the lagged dependent variable, the domestic level of
interest rates (opportunity east) and the gro,vth rate af the domestic manetary base
(ability af the dOlTlestic currency to maintain its value).48 Simply, the demand for
reserves takes the follo\ving forin:

47 For details, see Svensson (1991), Bertola and Svensson (1991) and Geadah, Saavalainen and
Svensson (1992).

48 The money grovlth instead of the inflation rate \vas chosen for the basic model because it had
more explanatory power than did inflation calculated from the GDP (or CPI) deflators. The inflation
alternative \vill be prescnted in the alteration rcgressions.
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R/GDP = level of the nominal reserves including gold relative to the naminal gross
domestic product
INCOME = GDP in US dollars divided by the papulation (level of wealth)
TRADE = the sum af nominal exports and imports in US dallars divided by GDP
(openness of the economy)
VARIABILITY = balance of payments variability (probability of running out af
reserves)
INTEREST = domestic short-term interest rate level (apportunity cost)
MONEYG = growth rate of narrow money (measured in domestic currency)
u = random error
t = time period, t = 1975, 1976, ..., 1991
n = country, n = 1, 2, ..., 5649

The level af reserves, trade and overall balance are scaled by GDP, income is
scaled by population, and interest rate and money growth are percentage figures,
which allows comparison across countries and over time. Several earlier studies
did not use pooled data, but ran either cross-section ar time-series regressions,
which did not require comparability for alI data. The earlier poaled regressians
have often used country-dummies to capture the special features af a country and
to make the data comparable across the whale set af abservatians. With an
extensive number of observations and countries, as in this study, scaling af
variables is preferred to country-dummies, which would complicate the data set
calculations.

Two dummy variables were included in the madel from the beginning in order
to eliminate two types af exceptians in the data. The first dummy represents the
Unites States (DUS), which acts as a major supplier of reserves and has a freely
floating currency, and might therefore have slightly different variables in its
demand function af at least a lower overall demand compared to ather countries,
as discussed earlier. The second dummy represents the two financial centers
included in the data set, Switzerland and Singapore (DFinCenter).

The caefficient far the lagged dependent variables is, af course, expected to
have a positive signe The level of income, share af foreign trade and the variability
variables are also expected to have positive coefficients, as is money growth
because a larger money supply increases the prabability af a balance af payments
deficit, which further increases the demand for reserves. The interest rate variable
is expected to have a negative coefficient.

49 For exact construction of the data, data sources and country lists, see Appendix 3.
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5 Estimation results

5.1 Methodology and regression result tables

The basic equations are estimated using annual cross-section and time-series data
over the period 1975-1991 for 22 developed countries and 34 less developed
countries, listed in Appendix 3. The total number of obseIVations, after omitting
some missing values from the time series, is 903.50 However, for the country
group equations the number af observations is 357 for the developed countries and
530 for the less developed countries. Appendix 5 (figures A-J) illustrates the data
for each variable used, giving the mean over the estimation periad for every
country in the sample.

The econometric computer program SHAZAM, version 7.0 was used in alI the
estimations. The resuIts are presented in three tables: TabIe 4 gives the results
from the basic unweighted Ordinary Least Squares regressions as well as from the
weighted regressions af the basic model (regressions 1-6), Table 5 gives the
different variable experiments for the basic OLS regression (regressions 7-12) and,
finally, TabIe 6 gives the equation results after dividing the data into deveIoped
and less developed countries (regressions 13-18).

In the Weighted Least Squares regressions in Table 4 every observation of the
dependent and independent variables is multiplied by the square root af the weight
variable, which is either GDP ar the sum of imparts and exports. Figures K., L and
M in the Appendix 4 show the absolute levels of reserves, GDP and the sum af
imports and exparts for each country. The countries are ordered by decreasing
level of reserves in alI three figures. As can be seen, both the GDP level and the
sum af imports and exparts seem ta correlate with the level af reserves, which
makes them fairly natural weights for regression analysis aimed at dampening the
impact of countries halding a very smaIl fraction of world reserves, and
strengthening the impact of cauntries that contribute more to the demand for
reserves in the world.

SO Detailed statistics about the data sets for each country, from where the incomplete series can be
seen, are available upon request.
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Table 4. Basic model - Unweighted and Weighted Least
Squares regressions for the level of reserves relative to
GDP

Regression 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Unweighted OLS GDP-weighted Trade-weighted

Regressor

Constant -.521 -.521 -.181 -.180 -.356 -.357
(-2.03) (-2.03) (-1.38) (-1.37) (-2.37) (-2.37)

INCOME -.018 -.018 -.005 -.006 -.010 -.011
(-1.64) (-1.67) (-.98) (-1.00) (-1.41) (-1.45)

TRADE 2.365 2.364 1.101 1.096 .865 .864
(4.45) (4.45) (4.56) (4.53) (4.06) (4.05)

VARIABI- -.287 -.293 82.356 82.144 75.934 75.714
LITY (-.01) (-.01) (2.70) (2.69) (2.51) (2.50)

(R/GDP)_l .894 .894 .926 .926 .975 .975
(36.32) (36.28) (64.40) (64.36) (76.46) (76.44) _

INTEREST -.006 -.006 -.005 -.005 -.006 -.006
(-2.69) (-2.69) (-2.27) (-2.27) (-2.00) (-2.00)

MONEYG .023 .023 .016 .016 .020 .020
(2.44) (2.44) (4.46) (4.46) (4.23) (4.22)

DUS .436 .441 .132 .135 .363 .368
(2.38) (2.39) (1.52) (1.54) (2.76) (2.79)

DFinCenter 1.274 1.277 .800 .782 .494 .497
(1.86) (1.86) (2.05) (2.06) (1.33) (1.33)

DFinland .088 .219 .327
(.25) (.50) (.68)

R2 adj. .945 .945 .944 .944 .978 .978

SEE 2.446 2.448 1.032 1.032 1.358 1.358

DW 1.72 1.72 1.80 1.80 1.81 1.82
h-test 4.45 4.44 3.06 3.06 2.83 2.82

H1 63.42 63.42 72.36 72.38 57.01 57.02
H2 185.12 185.44 296.41 296.04 284.80 284.54

Number of oservations: 903.
Sample period: cross-sectian time series 1975-1991.
t-ratios of estimates are in parentheses.
Critical t-values: 1.645 (5 % level of significance) and 2.326 (1 % level of significance).
Variable descriptions: Appendix 3.
SEE = the standard error af the estimate
DW =Durbin Watson statistic far autocarrelation
h-test = Durbin's h statistic far autacorrelation when the regression includes the lagged
dependent variable
Hl =X2 statistic for heteroskedasticity on y2

H2 = X2 statistic for heteroskedasticity on X, according to Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey



Table 5. Basic model with alterations - regressions for the level
of reserves relative to GDP

Regression 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

Alteration INFLATION IMPORT DINY_1 PFINV_1 Dl D2
to instead of instead of added added added added
regression 1. DELTAM TRADE

Regressor

Constant -.349 -.377 -.511 -.473 -.544 -.560
(-1.54) (-1.47) (-2.00) (-1.83) (-1.78) (-2.07)

INCOME -.021 -.011 -.002 -.021 -.017 -.019
(-1.92) (-1.00) (-.13) (-1.90) (-1.35) (-1.71)

TRADE 2.300 2.145 2.296 2.375 2.401
(4.31) (4.07) (4.37) (4.41) (4.46)

VARIABI- -.847 -3.631 .792 1.149 -.356 -.386
LITY (-.04) (-.18) (.04) (.06) (-.02) (-.02)

(R/GDP)_l .899 .908 .883 .890 .894 .895
(36.17) (34.43) (34.09) (35.64) (36.69) (36.12)

INTEREST -.004 -.007 -.006 -.007 -.006 -.006
(-2.32) (-2.69) (-2.67) (-2.75) (-2.69) (-2.70)

MONEYG .023 .023 .024 .023 .023
(2.41) (2.43) (2.45) (2.44) (2.45)

DUS .379 .248 .216 .420 .441 .351
(2.12) (1.52) (1.05) (2.27) (2.32) (1.71)

DFinCenter 1.156 1.510 1.291 1.873 1.277 1.162
(1.66) (2.13) (1.87) (2.31) (1.88) (1.58)

Variable in .013 3.295 18.151 12.063 .035 .134
column (2.35) (3.40) (1.88) (2.66) (.163) (.66)
heading

R2 adj. .944 .944 .946 .946 .945 .945

SEE 2.468 2.476 2.439 2.439 2.447 2.447

DW 1.71 1.72 1.73 1.72 1.72 1.72
h-test 4.53 4.42 4.36 4.42 4.54 4.43

H1 61.18 63.07 65.98 61.61 63.42 63.66
H2 178.07 187.00 194.85 185.70 189.35 186.66

Notes as in Table 4.



Table 6. Regressions for industrialized countries - comparison
of OLS and pooled cross-section time series
regressions for the level of reserves relative to GDP

Regression 13.0LS 14.0LS 15.0LS 16. POOL 17. POOL 18.0LS

Description Basic DFinland Dl & D2 15. DFinland Regres-
madel - added - added - pooled - added - sion 15. -

DCs DCs DCs DCs DCs LDCs

Regressor

Constant -.001 -.005 .916 .534 .547 -1.229
(-.00) (-.01) (2.33) (2.02) (2.05) (-2.33)

INCOME -.008 -.008 -.035 -.005 -.004 -.044
(-.66) (-.64) (-2.48) (-.56) (-.51) (-.43)

TRADE 1.173 1.180 .509 .596 .597 3.787
(1.92) (1.91) (.90) (1.68) (1.68) (3.55)

VARIABI- 665.34 667.26 717.41 863.81 870.19 -6.827
LITY (2.12) (2.13) (2.46) (5.50) (5.52) (-.34)

(R/GDP)_l .881 .880 .857 .841 .839 .876
(17.47) (17.21) (16.99) (31.74) (31.35) (30.74)

INTEREST -.006 -.007 .006 -.008 -.008 -.006
(-.34) (-.36) (.31) (-.73) (-.77) (-2.37)

MONEYG .017 .017 .022 .015 .015 .025
(1.64) (1.64) (2.25) (2.26) (2.26) (2.24)

DUS -.010 -.018 .232 -.011 -.015
(-.05) (-.09) (1.09) (-.09) (-.12)

DFinCenter 1.024 1.026 2.127 1.870 1.890 -.995
(1.30) (1.30) (2.45) (3.47) (3.49) (-.42)

DFinland -.084 -.203
(-.25) (-.47)

Dl -1.025 -.265 -.260 .233
(-3.21) (-1.21) (-1.18) (.896)

D2 -.776 -.439 -.450 .530
(-3.08) (-2.99) (-3.03) (1.53)

R2 adj. .906 .906 .910 .975 .975 .949

SEE 1.545 1.547 1.511 .578 .528 2.887

DW 2.04 2.03 2.05 1.82 1.82 1.66
h-test -.38 -.36 -.49 .05 .06 n.a.

H1 64.49 64.53 59.87 68.40 68.51 37.75
H2 159.47 161.74 151.37 155.75 159.40 114.36

Number of observations: 357 for developed countries, 530 for LDCs.
In the R2 adj. row, regresssion 16 and 17 have the Buse Raw-moment R2

• The Buse R2 vaIue is
0.538 for both regressions. For the formulas, see SHAZAM (7.0) - User's Reference Manual p.
243.
Other notes as in Table 4



As discussed ear1ier, the variables in the equations are scaled to make the
observations comparable across countries and time series, because country
dummies are not used. In arder to include cross-section-specific effects in the
madel by applying the pooling method in SHAZAM, the time series for each unit
(country) have to be af equal length. Hence, the test has been applied only to the
developed countries in the sample.51 The method used by Kmenta is capable of
handling a madel that is both cross-sectionally heteroskedastic and timewise
autoregressive,52 although in this particular study the autoregression coefficient,
rho, is set to zero because the sample does not suffer from excessive
autocorrelation according to the analysis using the basic OLS estimation
(regression 15 in Table 6). Se, Kmenta's pooling method in regressions 16 and 17
in Table 6 allows cross-section heteroskedasticity but not timewise autocorrelation.

5.2 Statistical properties af the madel

The presence of multicollinearity, autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity in the
basic estimatian (regression 1) is analyzed in detail, and~ as alI the subsequent
regression results tum Ollt ta have similar statistical characteristics, separate
analysis of them was not considered necessary.53 First, the multicollinearity of
the basic madel is studied with the help af a table shawing the coefficients af
determination for each regressor against all other dependeat variables.

Table 7. Test of multicollinearity for the basic model

Regressor lested on other R2-\'alue
independent variables

INCOME 0.7710

T'RADE 0.9781

VARIABILITY 0.9086

(R/GDP)_l 0.9828

INTEREST 0.9207

MONEYG 0.9777

DUS -0.7918

DFinCenter 0.9350

Based on the output of the first regression in Table 4.

51 Excluding Belgium, which did not have money data for the whole pf~riod.

52 For a description of the method, see Kmenta ((1986), pp. 616-622).

53 As an exception to this statement the regression results for the developed countries only
(regressions 13-17 in Table 6) did not suffer from autocorrelation as did all the other estimation
results.
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The above table gives the R2-values for regressions where each independent
variable, one at a time, is explained by the other regressors. The explanatory power
in each regression seems ta be relatively high, indicating possible multieollinearity
or spurious regressions problem, whieh simply means that two random walk
variables can have a h.igh correlation even if there is no real explanatory power in
the relation.54 However, the correlation matrices for both the basic regression 1
and regression 13 presented in Appendix 5 do not indicate systematically high
correlations between the independent variables. The only relatively high
eorrelations there (disregarding the lagged dependent variable) are between money
growth and interest rate level (0.69 and 0.42). Although the results indicate some
multicollinearity, the tests are not clear eut and, as the sample size is very large,
the results can be analyzed bearing in mind the possible inconsistency.

The bottom part of the regression tables lists test statistics for the fit of the
model, autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. To start with, the presence of
autocorrelation is usually tested using the Durbin-Watson statistic, as is done here
also, but the Durbin's h-test is used as well, as it was developed especially for
models where the lagged dependent variable is a regressor.55 Indication of
residual autocorrelation is provided by the value of the Durbin's h-test, 4.45, which
is clearly significant at the eonventional significance Ievel. The Durbin-Watson d
test value, 1.72, falls in the inconclusive test region and is therefare an unreliable
test far this mode1.56

The tables alsa present two heteroskedasticity tests for each regression, both
of which indieate that there is also a need to eorrect the t-statistics for
heteroskedasticity.57 So, the autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity correction
procedure developed by Newey and West (1987) and available in SHAZAM was
implemented in alI regression estimations in this study,58 exeept for the weighted
estimations (regressions 3-6) and Kmenta's pooling method (regressions 16-17),
where the option was not available.

Ta analyze the fit of the madel, the perspective has to be widened from the
basic regression results to include the other estimatians as weIl. Looking at the
explanatory power (R2) and the standard error of the estimate (SEE) in alI three
regression tables, the following features stand out. First of alI, the overall R2 for
the basic OLS model (regressions 1-2 and 7-12) is very high, 94.5 per cent,
considering the great variety of countries included in the sample. Similarly, the
SEE for the above basic regressions is only 2.4 per eent on average, which
indicates fairly narrow confidenee intervals. The use of a weight and the pooling
for a smaller group of countries both diminish the outlier effeet and the effect af

54 Granger and Newbold (1977) discuss this on pages 202-214.

55 For details, see Kmenta (1986), p. 333-334.

S6 DW-limits: dL = 1.686 and du = 1.852 at 5 % significance, h-test: standard normal distribution
limit 1.96 at 5 %. These numbers as wel1 as all figures from statistical tables are from the Statistical
Tables in Kmenta (1986), pp. 758-770.

57 Critical values of chi-square for the basic estimatian: H1 - one degree of freedom, 3.841 (5 %
level af significance) and 6.635 (1 % level af significance); H2 - degrees of freedom is eight,
critical values 15.507 (5 %) and 20.090 (1 %).

58 The greatest required order af autocorrelation ·was set to one.
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intra-country differences in the equations equally as much. Therefore, the SEEs for
the weighted regressions (numbers 3-6) and the OLS regressions for the developed
countries (13-15) are lower, ranging from 1.0 per cent to 1.5 per cent. Regressions
16 and 17 have extremely low SEEs, 0.6 per cent and 0.5 per cent, as they use the
pooling method allowing for heteroskedasticity, which dampens the variance of the
errors. As an e~ception to the above argument, the SEE for the less developed
country regression (number 18 with SEE of 2.9 per cent) exceeds the SEEs for the
basic model alteratians with alI observatians, which might indicate that most af the
data autliers are in the LDC data. This agrees with intuition in light of the more
developed and accurate statistical methods used in the developed countries. To sum
up, the model seems to fit the data very well, taking into account the wide range
of countries included in the sample, and the canfidence intervals for the dependent
variable alsa become reasonably narrow, especially using Kmenta's pooling
method for developed countries.

5.3 Analysis af coefficients in the basic model

The estimation results for the basic equation can be seen in the first column of
Table 4. The openness of the economy, the money growth and the lagged
dependent variable alI had the expected positive sign and were highIy significant.
Also, the interest rate level was highly significant, with the expected negative signe
On the ather hand, the coefficients of per capita income and the balance of
payments variability were both insignificant and had a wrong (negative) signe Of
the two dummies included in the basic equation, only that for the United States
was significant, with a positive sign; the dummy for the financial center was
positive but insignificant. The positive sign for the Unites States dummy seems to
indicate that the role af the D.S. as a major supplier-backer of dollars abroad
would dominate the effect of foreign trade which is invoiced mostly in dollars, and
therefore should decrease the D.S. demand for reserves.

The coefficient for the Iagged dependent variable is 0.89 for the basic
equation, which indicates fairly slow adjustment in the level af reserves whenever
the cauntry faces a discrepancy between its actual and optimal levels of reserves.
Alternatively, the high coefficient could indicate that there are non-economic
factors, such as political psychology, for example, affecting relative reserves,
which could be incorporated in the model. Further, the high significance level and
the fact that the coefficient approaches unity in some af the regressions might
indicate unit root behaviour for relative reserves. However, as the coefficient is
under one in alI regressions, the stationarity of the dependent variable is assumed
ta be a fair starting assumption.

The coefficient for the trade share shows that, ceteris paribus, the reserves to
GDP ratio increases by 0.024 percentage point when the share of foreign trade
from the GDP increases by 1 percentage point in the short run. However, the long
run coefficient is 0.22.59 The coefficient af the opportunity cost (interest rate
level) is fairly low: an increase of 1 percentage point in the rate decreases the
percentage point share of reserves in the shart run only by 0.006. Even the long-

S9 The long-ron solution is calculated by multiplying the coefficient of the variable by 1/(1-b6),

where b6 = the coefficient fOf the lagged dependent variable, 0.894 in this case.
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run interest rate coefficient of 0.06 seems to be low, but it should be compared
with the sample average vaIue af the level af reserves relative ta GDP, which is
9 %. Moreover, the result is qualitatively similar ta the result obtained in other
studies. The money growth coefficient is 0.023 in the short-term and 0.22 in the
long-term, indicating that in the long-ron a 1 percentage point increase in the
money growth rate would increase the reserve share need by 0.2 percentage point.
The next sectian evaluates whether the extensions af the basic model change the
results in any significant way.

5.4 Coefficients in the extensions af the basic madel

The weighted models continue to have significant interest rate coefficients with a
negative sign, and a positive sign for trade, lagged relative reserves and money
growth, with even greater significance than in the basic madel and, again, an
insignificant and wrong (negative) sign for income. However, the variability of the
balance af payments becomes highly significant and positive, which is consistent
with the a priori theoretical signe Another notable change is in the coefficient for
the lagged dependent variable, which rises to 0.93 (GDP weighted) and 0.98 (trade
weighted), indicating even slower adjustment to a new level of reserves than first
seen in the basic regression.

Whereas the extensions to the basic model discussed above are simply
methodological in nature, Table 5 lists some regressions with alternative ar new
variables in the basic model. Regression 7 has an infiation measure calculated from
the deflators instead of the amount of money, which does not change the results
significantly but has less explanatory pawer than the madel including the money
growth. Previous studies have used the average propensity ta import as a variable
for the openness af an economy. Hawever, the country-specific regressions in this
study indicate that the trade propensity has mare explanatory power than the
import propensity,60 and therefore the trade-ratio has been chosen for the basic
openness variable. Far the sake af comparison, the trade propensity was replaced
by the import propensity in regression 8, which did not change the results
significantly.

As mentioned earlier, special attention should be paid to the foreign exchange
regime and capital movements. In order to analyze the effect of capital flows, the
volume af investments into and out of the country should, of course, be examined.
The only available investment data for this study is in net farm, which is
unfortunate as it does· not capture the actual effect of volumes but rather has an
impact on reserves by definition. The net amount of direct investments (DINV)
and portfolio investments (pFINV) as included in the regression have been lagged
to correct for the bias. It should be noted, however, that, for example, in the case
af Finland during the last few years, relatively large capital imports by the
government increase the level of reserves directly, and this dominates the net
portfolio investment figures. Regressions 9 and 10 show the effects of adding the
two lagged investment variables to the model. The only (and minor) difference

60 The regression run for each country was simplified to include only the lagged dependent variable,
variability and openness as regressors. Openness was measured by both trade and import propensity:
TRADE was significant and positive in 16 cases out of 56 countries, IMPORT in only 8 cases.
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with respect to the core variables is the change of sign in the variability variable,
although it still remains insignificant. Both investment variables appear to be
significant (portfolio investments even at the one per cent level) and positive.

Ta incorporate a variable for restrictions on capital movements, a dummy for
the inconvertibility of a country's currency has been formulated according to the
status of a country at the International Monetary Fund. The dummy value Dl = 1
is assigned for alI the years for which a particular country did not have a
convertible currency and therefore could not have had well-functioning capital
markets. The coefficient is expected to be negative, as a country with very
restricted exchange markets does not need reserves to buffer nonexistent flows.
Regression 11, however, shows that the coefficient for Dl is positive and
insignificant for the sample including alI countries.

Further, to capture some evidence of the impact of the country's exchange rate
regime on its demand for reserves, a dummy was triggered for each period in
which a country had an independently floating currency. The classification of
exchange rate regimes was taken from the Exchange Arrangements and Exchange
Restrictions - annual reports produced by the International Monetary Fund, based
on yearly country analysis. However, the classification is not straightforward, or
tatally without subjective bias, which means that this dummy suffers from severe
measurement errar and might produce unreliable results. As has been argued in the
theoretical section of this study, a country with freely floating currency should not
need any reserves, which means that the coefficient for the dummy, D2, should be
negative. Again, as for Dl, the basic regression gives an insignificantIy wrong
sign, although both dummies are significant in the regression for the developed
cauntries, to be reviewed next.61

As a final variatian the madel was applied only to the developed countries,
and the results can be found in Table 6. The most striking differences are the
significance of the volatility variable with the right (positive) sign, and the
significance of the dummies describing the status of the present exchange rate
regime. The incanvertibility dummy (Dl) and the floating dummy (D2) both
appear with the right (negative) sign and are both significant in OLS regression 15,
although only the floating dummy remains significant in the regression pooled
according ta the Kmenta's method.

5.5 Results for Finland

The level of reserves .in Finland during the estimation period is studied in two
ways. First, most of the regressions are also run with a dummy for Finland
(DFinIand in the tables), the sign and vaIue af which is observed, and, secondly,
ex post simulation is empIoyed ta examine the statistical performance of the model
and to compare the actual reserve levels with both static simulation and long-run

61 In addition to the alterations analyzed here and presented in the tables, several others were also
examined but not considered worth extensive evaluatian, as they were insignificant and did not alter
the results. Dummies far Newly Industrialized Economies, OECD countries as well as far countries
with very low average incame for the periad (less than 1000 USD per capita) and with medium
income (5000-1000 USD per capita) were added, but faund insignificant far the made!. As an
additional variable the absalute GDP level was also found insignificant.
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solution estimates. For comparison, the simulation experiments are also carried out
for Germany.

The coefficient af the Finland dummy is not significantly different from zero
in any af the regressians. Its sign is positive in 11 cases af 16, and it ranges from
-.203 in regression 17 ta +.327 in regression 6. The results imply that the Finnish
reserves have mare or less been on the average level compared to other countries
in the sample. When only the developed countries are considered, they are perhaps
slightly below the average.

A comparison between actual and the estimated relative reserves is used in
two regressions: the basic madel for alI cauntries (regressian 1 in Table 4) and for
developed countries only (regression 13 in Table 6). This is done because the
above-mentioned dummy results as campared to other developed countries are
somewhat different than the ones compared to alI af the sample cauntries. The
following figure illustrates the actual reserve ratia compared ta the static
simulation and the long-ron solution based on regression 1.62 In static simulation
the lagged dependent variable obtains its actual historical values for each period.
The long-run solution sterilizes the effect of the lagged dependent variable by
calculating the share of reserves using the long-run coefficients for the independent
variables.63

Figure 5. Reserve levels relative 10 GDP for Finland, 1975-1991,
based on regression 1
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During the observation period, 1975-1991, the actuallevel af reserves relative to
GDP in Finland reached its minimum in 1976 (1.6 per cent) and maximum in 1990
(6.8 per cent), and the trend has been upwards. The static simulation path follows

62 The exact figures for the tables as well as the differences are presented in Appendix 6.

63 As mentioned earlier the long-ron coefficients are simply the short-run coefficients multiplied by
the 1/(1-b6), where b6 is the shart-ron coefficient for the lagged dependent variable.
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the actual path closely with one period lag, which illustrates the high coefficient
of the lagged dependent variable, suggesting that the process of adjustment ta the
desired level of reserves is slow. Further, the long-run solution path lies clearly
above the actual and static simulation lines for the late 1970s and early 1980s,
which indicates that there was a need to drive the reserve share towards a higher
level. In faet, during 1984-1985 the share seems ta have been in balance, but it
starts to move in the opposite direction subsequently, during the period of'capital
deregulation.

However, the trend after the mid-1980s also suggests that the dynamic fit af
the model becomes worse, as the disequilibrium seems to widen with no apparent
bounds. One reason for this could be the difficulty of properly accounting for the
increased capital flows. Another fault of the mode! is the possibility of spurious
negative reserves, as was the case in 1991 for the long-run solution of the model.
The main reason for this is the exceptional negative money growth in Finland in
1991. Clearly, the model should be reformulated in accord with the current
situation if it is to be used for forecasting. Next, the same kinds of curves are
presented based on regression 13, which was run only for the developed countries.

Figure 6. Reserve levels relative to GDP for Finland, 1975-1991,
based on regression 13
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The figure looks very similar to the previous one, although some differences in the
magnitudes can be observed. The long-run solution lies less above the actual and
simulated levels during the early years than in the first figure and, carrespondingly,
mare below the lines in the latter part of the periad. So, the differences in this
model seem to be more on the positive side, i.e. needing less upward adjustrnent
and more downward adjustment, than in the first madel for alI countries in the
sample.

For comparison, let us look at the same curves for Germany, which is
definitely viewed as a country with good credibility, although its level of reserves
might be distorted due 1.0 its supplier role, as the deutschmark is one of the reserve
currencies for other countries, particularly in Europe.
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The actual level af reselVes relative ta GDP in Germany during 1975-1991
was at its lowest level in 1991 (4.1 per cent) and at its highest in 1978 (8.1 per
cent), and the overall trend has been almost the appasite af the Finnish case, as the
share in Germany has been decreasing over the years. So, it is not a surprise that
Germany has maintained a reserve share which is clearly above the long-run
levels, and has therefore been adjusting its reserves downwards during the
observation period.

Figure 7. Reserve levels relative to GDP for Germany, 1975-1991
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6 Conclusions

The theory behind the previous studies, which focused on the current account side
of the balance af p,:\yments, and relied on dampening af the econamy for
adjustment purposes, when intemational reserves are not used to finance
imbalances, tended ta neglect capital flows between countries. As the central bank
credibility aspect has become mare important and as international capital markets
have developed and opened after periods of deregulation in several developed
countries, the eapital flows should now be incorporated in the madel, although it
is not an easy task.

However, the familiar theoretical framework was used far the empirical part
af this study, which examined reserves relative ta GDP using new data from 1974
ta 1991 in a sample af 56 countries. The results were promising even though the
environment has changed from the early years of researeh on the demand for
international reserves. The empirical results were eorreeted for autoeorrelation and
heteroskedastieity, but the possibility af multicollinearity could nat be ruled out,
which has to he kept in mind, although the sample size, 903, was clearly large
enough ta provide good informational eontent. The variables included the income
level, apenness af the country, variability of the balance of payments, interest rate
level, money growth and lagged relative reserves.

The ineame level was insignificant and had a wrong (negative) sign, althaugh
previous studies had found some evidence for the hypothesis that the wealthier the
nation the more reserves it demands. The openness af the country was a highly
signifieant variable, with the expected positive signe The volatility variable was
expected to be significant with a positive sign, based on a review af previous
studies, but 1 found similar evidence only for the developed countries, not for the
whole sample. The interest rate level, as a measure of the opportunity cost af
halding reserves, had a negative sign and was highly significant, though not for the
developed countries separately. Further, money growth had a positive sign and was
alsa highly significant in most af the cases. Last, the caefficient for the lagged
dependent variable was higher than anticipated, implying slow adjustment from
aetual to desired reserves.

Special attention was paid to convertibility of the domestic currency as a
proxy for the level of capital liberation and the status af the foreign exehange rate
regime. According to the basie results, a dummy for inconvertibility af the
currency and another far a freely floating exchange regime both had the expected
negative sign for the sample of developed countries. The inconvertibility dummy
was significant in most af the cases and the flaating regime dummy in ali cases.
Hence, a free iloat of a currency seemed ta deerease the demand for reserves
signifieantly in the developed cauntries.

The results for Finnish data did not reveal any significant divergence from the
average of the countries. Comparing. the actual relative reserves, the static
simulation path and the long-run solution obtained from the made1, Finland seems
to have been aiming for a higher ratio af reserves ta GDP from 1975 to the mid
1980s, after which the relation has been the opposite; the model's long-run desired
level is lower than the actual realized relative reserves, although the model seems
ta lose its stability in the case of Finland after the start of capital deregulation.
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Appendix 3

Data description

Countries included in the study

Developed countries

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
New Zealand
NOf\Vay
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States

22 countries

Less-Developed countries

Bangladesh
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cyprus
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Fiji
Guatemala
Honduras
Indonesia
Israel
Jamaica
Jordan
Korea
Malaysia
Maurltius
Morocco
Mexico
Nigeria
Pakistan

34 countries

Peru
Philippines
Rwanda
Singapore
South Africa
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uruguay
Venezuela

Classification based on the International Financial Statistics Yearbook 1992, International Monetary
Fund
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Data sources

Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, Annual Report (1975-1993),
International Monetary. Fund (dummies Dl and D2).

International Financial Statistics (various issues), International Monetary Fund
(primary data source).

SG Warburg Securities, London (hase rate series for interest rate variable af
United Kingdom).

Suomen Pankki, Central Bank of Finland (Mr. Antti Ripatti provided the money
data for Finland; Ml series generated according to the new money aggregates,
introduced in January 1991).

Sveriges Riksbank (Money data for Sweden).

World Economic Outlook (WEO, May 1993), International Monetary Fund (the
1991 GDP/GNP and deflator/CPlforecasts for Portugal, Turkey, Malaysia,
Thailand and Fiji)

Definition af variables in Tables 4-6

Dependent variable: R/GDP*100 (%)

R = amount of reserves, including gold (line lxxs in IFS)

GDP =gross domestic product in (line 99b in IFS)

Independent variables (lines io IFS io parentheses):

INCOME = per capita income, GDP/pOPULAT (lines 99b/99z in IFS), scaled ta
thousands af US dollars for the regressions

TRADE = exports plus imports per GDP, EX+IM/GDP (70xxd+71xxd/99b)

IMPORT = imports per GDP (71xxd/99b)

VARIABILITY = u2, squared error term from the first order autoregressive
regression for the balance of payments-GDP ratia for each country separately,
using the following regression:

BoP/GDP = Uo + UI (BoP/GDP)_l + U

BoP = the overall balance in millions af US dollars (line 78xxd in IFS)
u = errar term
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INTEREST (%) = interest rate level, end of period discount rate in most af the
cauntries (line 60 in IFS), %

MONEYG (%) = money growth, [log(MDOM) - lagged lag(MDOM)] * 100,
MDOM is the Ml in billians af domestic currency (line 34 in IFS), %

INFLATION (%) = [log(DEFLATOR) - lagged log(DEFLATOR)] * 100,
DEFLATOR = GDPDOM/GDPFIX*100 or GNP/GDPFIX*lOO
GDPFIX = fixed price (base year 1985) GDP/GNP in billions af domestic
currency (line 99bxp or 99bxr for GDP I 99axp or 99axr for GNP)
GDPDOM = GDP in billions af domestic currency (99b ar 99bxc)
GNP = GNP in billians af domestic currency (99a ar 99axc)

(Nate: for Jamaica and Egypt ePI (line 64) was used instead af GNP/GDP
deflators due to lack af data]

DINV = net direct investments in US dollars divided by the GDP (line for direct
investments: 77bad)

PFINV = net partfolio investments in US dollars divided by the GDP (line for
portfolio investments: 77bbd)

DUS =dummy for United States
DFinCenter = dummy for financial centers, Switzerland and Singapore
DFinland = dummy for Finland
Dl = dummy for an inconvertible currency, IMF Article XIV
D2 = dummy for an independent float of the currency

AlI data is annual.

The sub-notation -1 stands for a lagged variable.

AlI variables which were not obtained directly in millians af US dallars from IFS
were canverted into thase with the average foreign exchange rate for each year
(line rf, rh, wf, we or ae in IFS, depending on the country).
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Appendix 4

The figures are based on the means af annual figures for 1974-1991. The name
af the variable formulated from each table is in the parentheses. The order of
countries follows Figure A in Figures B-J, and Figure K in L-M.

Figure A. Reserves to GDP in per cent (RIGDP)
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SWITZERLAND ;:;:::;:;:::::::;:;:;:::::;:::;:::::::::;:;:;:;:::;:::::;:::::;:::::::::;: . 18.9%
MALAYSIA ;:;::;:;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;::;:::;;;;;:;;:;;;;;;;;;::;:::;::::: . 18.4%

VENEZUELA :;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; t 6.5%
IRELAND ;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::;::: 15.5%

FIJ I :::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::;':::::::~::: 15.3%
MAU RITI US '.. ::::;:::::::;:::::;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 13. 1:%

ISRAEL :::;:;:::;:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::; 12.4%
NORWAY ::;:;:;:::::;:::::::;:;:;:::;:::::::::::::::;:: 12.2%

PORTUGAL :::::::::::;:::::::;:;:::;:;:;:::::::::;:;:;:; 11.9%
CH1LE ::::::::::;:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 O. 7%.

THAILAND :::;;;::;::;;;;;;;:::;::;::::;:::::' 9.1 % .
COLOMSIA :;:;:::;:;:;:;:::::;::::;::::;::: : 8.8%

AUSTRIA :::::;:::::::::;::;::;:::::::::: ,8.4%
COSTA RICA :::;:::;:::::;:::::::;::::::::: '8.3%

RWANDA ;:::::;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::l :7.8 %
NETHERLANDS :::;:::;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;::: .7.7%

SPAI N ;:::::::::::::::::::::::;::: '7.5 %
Nl GERIA :::::::::;:::::;:::::::;::: 7.2 %

SELGIUM::::;:::::::::::::::;:::::; 7.2%
TUNISIA ::;::::::::::::::::::;:::; 7.0%

URUG UAY :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::: Q. 8%
GERMANY :::;::;;::::::::::;:::::; 6.8%
ECUADOR :::;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;;; 6.4%
SRI LANKA ;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:::;:; 6.3%

GUATEMALA :;:::::::;:;:::::;:::; 5:9%
DENMARK ::::;:::::::::::::::: 5:6°1<>

INDONESIA :;:::::::::;:::::;:; 5.'6%
ICELAND ;:::;:::::;:::::;::: 5.:6%

PHILIPPINES :::::::::::;:::;:::: 5 ..5%
PERU :;:;:;::::::::::::::" 5.'5%

EL SALVADOR ::;::::::;::::::::: 5.3%
NEW ZEALAND :;:::::;:;:;::::::: 5.2%

H0 NDURAS ::::::::;:;:;:::: 4.8%
ITALY :;:::::;:::;:;:: 4.6%

SWEDEN ::::::::::::::::. 4.6%
GREECE :;:::::;:;:::;:; 4.6%

KOREA 11 4.5%
FINLAND ::;;;::::;:::; 4.0%

UK :;:;:;:;:::{ 3.8 %
AUSTRALIA :;:~;:;:;:;: 3.7%

FRANCE ...:......... 3. 7%
JAMAICA []] 3.7%

MOROCCO ~ 3.5%
EGYPT ;::::::::::: 3.4%

TURKEY :::::::::: 3.1%
BANGLADESH ::;:;:;::: 3.1 %

PAKISTAN :::;:::::: 2.9%
MEXICO :::::::::: 2.9%

JAPAN :;:;::::: 2.6%
CANADA ;;:;::: 2. 1%.

STH AFRICA ;::: 1.6%'
US:; 1.1 % 1
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Figure B. GDP per capita in US dollars (INCOME)
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Figure C. Sum of exports and imports to GDP ratio in per cent
(TRADE)
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Figure D. Balance of payments variability (VARIABILITY)
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Figure E.
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Interest rate in per cent (lNTEREST)
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Figure F. Money growth in per cent (MONEYG)
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Figure G. Inflation in per cent (INFLATION)
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Figure H. Imports to GDP ratio in per cent (IMPORT)
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Figure 1. Net direct investments to GDP ratio in per cent (DINV)
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Figure J. Net portfolio investments to GDP ratio in per cent
(pFINV)
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Figure K. Levelof reserves in millions of US dollars

o 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000
GERMANY :::::::;:::;:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::;:;:::;:::::::;:::::::::::::;:::;:::;:;:;:;:::;:.:::;:;:::::;:;:::;:::;:::::;:::::::;:::;:::;:;:::;:::::::;:;:::::;:;:::;:::::::;:::::;:::::::::::;:::;:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::;:::: 51,227

JAPAN ;:;:::;:;:::;:::::::::;:;:;:::;:::;:::;:::::::;:;:::;:::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:::;:;:::::;:::;:::::;:::::::;:::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::::;:::::;:::;:::::;:::::::::;:; 40,073'

ITA~~ .~~;~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~;~~;~~;;~~~;~~~~~;~;;~~~~~~;~;~;~~~~~;~;~;~;;;~;~;~;~;~;~~~;~;;;~;;;~;~;;;;;;;~;~~~;~;;~~;;;::::::::::::~::;:~:~:~::~;:::::;:::;:::::;:. ;3 7 ,52 7 .

FRANCE ;:;:;:::;:;:::;:::;:;:;:::::;:::::::::::::;:::::;:::;:::;:;:;:;:::::;:::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::: 23, 6-38

SWITZERLA~~ :;:~~~;;;;;,~:i;:~;:~;i~~;;~~~;~:;;~:;:;:;:;:;;~:::~;~;;:~::::; ~g:i6~ :
SPAI N ::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 19,343 .

NETHERLANDS ::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::::::::;:::::::::::::::; 12,278
SINGAPORE ':;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 11 ,1 72:

NORWAY .:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·7,999
BELGIUM ::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;: 7, 746

VENEZUELA ::;:;:::;:;:::;:::::;:;:;::::::: 7,603
CANADA '::::::::::::::;:::::::::;:::;:: 7,238

AUSTRALIA ~,025
AUSTRIA ::::::::::::::::;:::::::;;: 6,368
SWEDEN :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 6,.239
MEXICO :;:::::;:;:::::::::: 4,975

KOREA '::::;:::::;::::::::: 4,9Ao
MALAYSIA 4,8.76
OENMARK 4,433

PORTUGAL 4,2$6
INDONESIA 4,249

THAILAND 4,129
ISRAEL 3,52:S

NIGERIA 3,375
IRELAND 3,054
FINLAND .::::::::::: 2,983

COLOMBIA ::::::::::: 2,859
CHILE ::::::::: 2,437'

TURKEY :::::;: 1,990'
GREECE ':::::: 1,882:

PHILIPPINES ;:::: 1,548'
NEW ZEALAND :;::: 1,546'

TRIN&TOBAGO ::;: 1,287:
EGYPT ;:: 1, 177 .

PERU :::" 1, 163 .
STH AFRICA;: 935

PAKISTAN.: 694
JORDAN': 691
CYPRUS 630

MOROCCO: 612
ECUADOR: 605

TUNISIA 540
BANGLADESH 440

URUGUAY' 435
GUATEMALA 389
COSTA RICA 341

SRI LANKA 31 9
MAURITIUS 208

ICELAND 204
EL SALVADOR 196

FIJI 156
HONDURAS 1 09

JAMAICA 106
RWANDA I....-1;......;O;....;4_---'- --'-- ...&.- -..... ....J
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Figure L. GDP in billions of US dollars
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Figure M. The sum of exports and imports in billions of US dollars
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Appendix 5

Correlation matrices for the independent variables

Correlation matrix for the independent variables - Regression 1
903 observations

R/GDP INCOME TRADE VARIA- R/GDP_ 1 INTEREST MONEYG DUS DFin-
BILITY Center

R/GDP 1
INCOME -0.013 1
TRADE 0.803 0.046 1
VARIABILITY 0.100 -0.097 0.046
R/GDP_1 0.970 -0.007 0.791 0.107 1
INTEREST -0.057 -0.081 -0.092 -0.007 -0.060 1
MONEYG -0.024 -0.175 -0.112 0.005 -0.049 0.685 1
DUS -0.105 0.199 -0.128 -0.026 -0.106 -0.028 -0.060 1
DFinCenter 0.606 0.212 0.591 -0.016 0.604 -0.051 -0.087 -0.027

Correlation rnatrix for the independent variables - Regression 13
357 observations

R/GDP INCOME TRADE VARIA- R/GDP_1 INTEREST I\·10NEYG DUS DFin-
BILITY Center

R/GDP 1
INCOME 0.016 1
TRADE 0.534 -0.071 1
VARIABILITY 0.383 -0.122 0.144 1
R/GDP_1 0.948 0.039 0.538 0.325 1
INTEREST -0.087 -0.160 0.008 0.104 -0.108 1
MONEYG 0.000 -0.180 -0.022 0.032 -0.030 0.420 1
DUS -0.249 0.123 -0.355 -0.086 -0.251 -0.108 -0.102 1
DFinCenter 0.546 0.250 0.104 0.110 0.568 -0.261 -0.185 -0.050
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Appendix 6

Simulation data for Finland and Germany

The level af reserves relative to GDP in per cent

FINLAND Regression 1 Regression 13

Actual Static Simulation Long-term Solution Static Simulation Long-term Solution

R/GDP Model Difference Model Difference Madel Difference Model Difference
in % level from actual level from actual level from actual level from actual

1975 1.71 3.16 -1.45 7.85 -6.14 3.21 -1.50 4.85 -3.14
1976 1.62 2.15 -0.53 5.83 -4.21 2.25 -0.63 3.83 -2.21
1977 1.70 2.11 -0.41 6.23 -4.53 2.09 -0.39 4.88 -3.18
1978 3.49 2.23 1.26 6.67 -3.17 2.27 1.22 4.58 -1.08
1979 3.63 4.01 -0.38 8.31 -4.68 3.91 -0.29 5.81 -2.18
1980 3.78 4.08 -0.30 7.88 -4.10 3.91 -0.12 5.97 -2.19
1981 3.07 4.21 -1.14 7.81 -4.73 4.11 -1.03 5.50 -2.43
1982 3.08 3.42 -0.34 6.32 -3.25 3.35 -0.27 5.05 -1.98
1983 2.66 3.44 -0.78 6.46 -3.80 3.41 -0.75 4.71 -2.05
1984 5.70 2.96 2.74 5.54 0.16 3.33 2.37 1.03 4.67
1985 6.54 5.70 0.83 5.70 0.84 5.85 0.68 2.90 3.64
1986 2.54 6.23 -3.69 3.64 -1.10 7.05 -4.51 -2.87 5.42
1987 6.67 2.64 4.02 3.43 3.23 3.06 3.60 1.13 5.53
1988 6.11 6.11 0.00 1.41 4.70 6.38 -0.27 1.76 4.36
1989 4.38 5.71 -1.33 2.24 2.14 5.98 -1.59 2.26 2.12
1990 6.76 4.08 2.68 1.43 5.33 4.45 2.31 1.83 4.93
1991 5.92 5.69 0.23 -3.29 9.22 6.05 -0.13 -0.24 6.16

GERMANY Regression 1 Regression 13

Actual Static Simulation Long-term Solution Static Simulation Long-ternl Solution

R/GDP Model Difference Model Difference Madel Difference Model Difference
in% level from actual level from actual level from actual level from actual

1975 7.71 8.07 -0.35 5.47 2.24 7.99 -0.28 5.12 2.60
1976 7.77 7.31 0.46 3.91 3.86 7.31 0.46 3.70 4.07
1977 7.42 7.53 -0.11 5.47 1.95 7.47 -0.05 4.94 2.48
1978 8.10 7.20 0.90 5.32 2.79 7.30 0.81 3.91 4.19
1979 7.37 7.57 -0.20 3.03 4.34 7.57 -0.20 3.49 3.88
1980 6.66 6.99 -0.33 3.76 2.90 7.22 -0.57 1.70 4.96
1981 7.10 6.34 0.76 3.62 3.48 6.29 0.81 3.58 3.52
1982 7.41 6.97 0.44 5.80 1.60 6.86 0.55 4.91 2.49
1983 7.21 7.24 -0.03 5.80 1.41 7.13 0.08 5.06 2.15
1984 7.38 7.10 0.27 6.16 1.22 6.97 0.41 5.09 2.29
1985 7.17 7.33 -0.16 6.87 0.30 7.15 0.02 5.48 1.69
1986 6.04 6.95 -0.91 5.05 0.99 6.89 -0.85 4.78 1.26
1987 6.87 5.82 1.05 3.97 2.91 6.05 0.82 2.53 4.34
1988 5.27 6.65 -1.38 4.70 0.57 6.78 -1.51 3.52 1.75
1989 5.37 5.17 0.20 4.23 1.14 5.22 0.15 3.73 1.64
1990 4.63 5.58 -0.96 7.32 -2.69 5.51 -0.88 6.53 -1.90
1991 4.12 4.42 -0.30 2.61 1.51 4.49 -0.37 3.49 0.62
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